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Abstract
It is well known that instabilities of nearly integrable Hamiltonian systems
occur around resonances. Dynamics near resonances of these systems is well
approximated by the associated averaged system, called slow system. Each
resonance is defined by a basis (a collection of integer vectors). We introduce a
class of resonances whose basis can be divided into two well separated groups
and call them dominant. We prove that the associated slow system can be well
approximated by a subsystem given by one of the groups, both in the sense of
the vector field and weak KAM theory.
One of crucial ingredients of proving Arnold diffusion is understanding the
structure of invariant (Aubry) sets of nearly integrable systems. As an important
application we construct a diffusion path for a generic nearly integrable system
such that invariant (Aubry) sets along this path have a "simple" structure similar
to the structure of Aubry-Mather sets of twist maps. This is a crucial ingredient
in proving Arnold diffusion for convex Hamiltonians in any number of degrees of
freedom.
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1 Introduction
Consider a nearly integrable system with n12 degrees of freedom
Hεpθ, p, tq “ H0ppq ` εH1pθ, p, tq, θ P Tn, p P Rn, t P T. (1.1)
We will restrict to the case where the integrable part H0 is strictly convex, more precisely,
we assume that there is D ą 1 such that
D´1 Id ď B2ppH0ppq ď D Id
as quadratic forms, where Id denotes the identity matrix.
The main motivation behind this work is the question of Arnold diffusion, that
is, topological instability for the system Hε. Arnold provided the first example in
[Arn64b], and asks ([Arn63; Arn64a; Arn94]) whether topological instability is “typical”
in nearly integrable systems with n ě 2 (the system is stable when n “ 1, due to low
dimensionality).
It is well known that the instabilities of nearly integrable systems occurs along
resonances. Given an integer vector k “ pk¯, k0q P Zn ˆ Z with k¯ ‰ 0, we define the
resonant submanifold to be Γk “ tp P Rn : k ¨ pωppq, 1q “ 0u, where ωppq “ BpH0ppq.
More generally, we consider a subgroup Λ of Zn`1 which does not contain vectors of
the type p0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0, k0q, called a resonance lattice. The rank of Λ is the dimension of the
real subspace containing it. Then for a rank d resonance lattice Λ, we define
ΓΛ “
č
tΓk : k P Λu “
dč
i“1
Γki ,
where tk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kdu is any linear independent set in Λ. We call such ΓΛ a d´resonance
submanifold (d´resonance for short), which is a co-dimension d submanifold of Rn, and
in particular, an n´resonant submanifold is a single point. We say that Λ is irreducible if
it is not contained in any lattices of the same rank, or equivalently, spanRΛXZn`1 “ Λ.
We now focus on the diffusion that occurs along a connected net of pn´1q´resonances,
with each pn´ 1q´resonance being a curve in Rn. Let us first consider diffusion along
a single pn´ 1q´resonance Γ. It is shown in [BKZ11] that generically, diffusion indeed
occur along Γ, except for a finite subset of n´resonances (called the strong resonances)
which divides Γ into disconnected components. A strong resonance can be viewed as
the intersection of Γ with a transveral 1´resonance manifold Γk1 (see Figure 1).
The main obstacle to proving diffusion along Γ reduces to whether the diffusion
can “cross” the strong resonances. In a more general diffusion path that contains two
intersecting pn´ 1q´resonances Γ1 and Γ2, the intersection is an n´resonance which
by definition is strong. The question is then whether one can travel along Γ1 and then
“switch” to Γ2 at the intersection. Solution to either problem requires an understanding
of the system near an n´resonance.
For an n´resonance tp0u “ ΓΛ, we assume that Λ is irreducible, and B “ rk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kns
is an ordered basis over Z. The study of diffusion near p0 reduces to the study
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Figure 1: Diffusion path and essential resonances in n “ 3. The hollow dots requires
crossing, while the grey dots requires switching
of a particular slow system defined on Tn ˆ Rn, denoted Hsp0,B. More precisely, in
an Op?εq´neighborhood of p0, the system Hε admits the normal form (see [KZ13],
Appendix B)
Hsp0,Bpϕ, Iq `
?
εP pϕ, I, τq, ϕ P Tn, I P Tn, τ P ?εT,
where
ϕi “ ki ¨ pθ, tq, 1 ď i ď n, pp´ p0q{? “ k¯1I1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ k¯nIn.
Therefore, H is conjugate to a fast periodic perturbation to Hsp0,B. While it is possible
to give a basis free definition of the slow system, we opt to choose a particular basis
B, and rendering our setup basis dependent. Such averaged systems were studied in
[Mat08].
When n “ 2, the slow system is a 2 degrees of freedom mechanical system, the
structure of its (minimal) orbits is well understood. This fact underlies the results on
Arnold diffusion in two and half degrees of freedom (see [Mat03], [Mat08], [Mat11],
[Che13], [KZ13],[GK14b], [KMV04], [Mar12a], [Mar12b]). This is no longer the case
when n ą 2, which is a serious obstacle to proving Arnold diffusion in higher degrees of
freedom. In [KZ14] it is proposed that we can sidestep this difficulty by using dimension
reduction: using existence of normally hyperbolic invariant cylinders (NHICs) to restrict
the system to a lower dimensional manifold. This approach only works when the slow
system has a particular dominant structure, which is the topic of this paper.
In order to make this idea specific it is convenient to define the slow system for any
p0 and any d´resonance d ď n. For p0 P Rn, an irreducible rank d resonance lattice Λ,
and its basis B “ rk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kds, the slow system is
Hsp0,Bpϕ, Iq “ Kp0,BpIq ´ Up0,Bpϕq, ϕ P Td, I P Td. (1.2)
Suppose the fourier expansion of H1 is
ř
kPZn`1 hkppqe2piik¨pθ,tq, then
Kp0,BpIq “ 12B
2
ppH0pp0qpI1k¯1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Idk¯dq ¨ pI1k¯1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Idk¯dq, (1.3)
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Up0,Bpϕ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ϕdq “ ´
ÿ
lPZd
hl1k1`¨¨¨ldkdppqe2piipl1ϕ1`¨¨¨`ldϕdq. (1.4)
The system Hsp0,B is only dynamically meaningful when p0 P ΓΛ. However, the more
general set up allows us to embed the meaningful slow systems into a nice space.
We say that the resonance lattice Λ admits a dominant structure if it contains an
irreducible lattice Λst of rank m ă d, such that
MpΛ|Λstq :“ min
kPΛzΛst
|k| " max
kPBst
|k|, (1.5)
where |k| “ supi |ki| is the sup-norm. Given the relation Λst Ă Λ, one can choose
an adapted basis B “ rk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kds of Λ, meaning that Bst “ rk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kms is a properly
ordered basis of Λst.
In this case we have two systems Hsp0,Bst and H
s
p0,B, which we will call the strong
system and slow system respectively. When the lattices have a dominant structure
(see (1.5)), the slow system Hsp0,B inherits considerable amount of information from the
strong system. Indeed, let us denote
Hsp0,Bst “ KstpI1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Imq ´ U stpϕ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ϕmq,
Hsp0,B “ KspI1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Idq ´ U spϕ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ϕdq,
under (1.5) and after choosing an appropriate adapted basis, we will show that
KstpI1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Imq “ KspI1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Im, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0q, }U s ´ U st}C2 ! }U st}C2 , (1.6)
which indicates Hsp0,B can be approximated by Hsp0,Bst . The variables ϕi, Ii, 1 ď i ď m
are called the strong variables, while ϕi, Ii, m` 1 ď i ď d are called the weak variables.
Recall that for each convex Hamiltonian H, we can associate a Lagrangian L “ LH ,
and the Euler-Lagrange flow is conjugate to the Hamiltonian flow. In particular, when
H “ KpIq ´ Upϕq, and KpIq is a quadratic form,
9ϕ “ v, 9v “ d
dt
pBIKpIqq “ pB2IIKq BϕUpϕq.
whose vector field is denoted the Euler-Lagrange vector field. Denote by XstLag and
XsLag the Euler-Lagrange vector fields associated to the Hamiltonians Hsp0,Bst and H
s
p0,B.
Since the system for XstLag is only defined for the strong variables pϕi, viq, 1 ď i ď m,
we define a trivial extension of XstLag by setting 9ϕi “ 9vi “ 0, m` 1 ď i ď d.
We show that after choosing a proper adapted basis, and a suitable rescaling
transformation in the weak variables, the transformed vector field XsLag converges to
that of XstLag in some sense. In particular, if XstLag admits a normally hyperbolic invariant
cylinder (NHIC), so does XsLag. In a separate direction, we also obtain a limit theorem
on the weak KAM solutions by variational arguments. We now formulate our main
results in loose language, leaving the precise version for the next section.
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Main Result. Assume that r ą n ` 4pd ´mq ` 4. Given a fixed lattice Λst of rank
m with a fixed basis Bst, for each rank d, m ď d ď n irreducible lattice Λ Ą Λst, there
exists an adapted basis B such that:
1. (Geometrical) As MpΛ|Λstq Ñ 8, the projection of XsLag to the strong variables
pϕi, viq, 1 ď i ď m converges to XstLag uniformly. Moreover, by introducing a
coordinate change and rescaling affecting only the weak variables pϕi, viq, m` 1 ď
i ď d, the transformed vector field of XsLag converges to a trivial extension of the
vector field of XstLag. As a corollary, we obtain that if XstLag admits an NHIC, then
so does XsLag for sufficiently large MpΛ|Λstq.
2. (Variational) As MpΛ|Λstq Ñ 8, the weak KAM solution of Hsp0,B (of properly
chosen cohomology classes) converges uniformly to a trivial extension of a weak
KAM solution of Hsp0,Bst, considered as functions on R
d. We also obtain corollaries
concerning the limits of Mañe, Aubry sets, rotation number of minimal measure,
and Peierl’s barrier function. The precise definitions of these objects will be given
later.
The combination of the persistence of NHIC, and limits of the weak KAM solutions
allows us to localize and restrict Aubry sets. As a demonstration of our theory, in
Appendix A we show that one can construct a connected net of pn´ 1q´resonances,
such that all strong resonances have the dominant structure. We then show that most1
Aubry sets with a chosen rational homology class are contained in three dimensional
NHICs, and the topology of such Aubry sets resembles the Aubry-Mather sets for
twist maps. This is closely related to the AM property we introduce in Appendix A.
The relation between the property of the Aubry sets and diffusion mechanism is given
in Appendix B. In [KZ13] and [KZ14] using these structures we prove existence of
Arnold diffusion. This net of diffusion paths also can be chosen to be γ´dense for any
pre-determined γ ą 0. We show that for a “typical” Hε (for any n ą 2), such a net
exists and expect to prove Arnold diffusion along this net in a future publication.
The statement that Hsp0,Bst approximates H
s
p0,B is related to the classic result of
partial averaging (see for example [AKN06]). The statement minkPΛzΛst |k| " maxkPΛst |k|
says that the resonances in Λst is much stronger than the rest of the resonances in Λ.
Partial averaging says that the weaker resonances contributes to smaller terms in a
normal form.
However, our treatment of the partial averaging theory is quite different from the
classical theory. By looking at the rescaling limit, we study the property of the averaging
independent of the small parameter ε. The theory is far from a simple corollary of (1.6),
with the main difficulty coming from the fact that as MpΛ|Λstq Ñ 8, the quadratic
part of the system Hsp0,B becomes unbounded.
In [Mat08], John Mather developed a theory of (partial) averaging for a nearly
integrable Lagrangian system
Lεpθ, v, tq “ L0pvq ` εL1pθ, v, tq, where pθ, v, tq P Tn ˆ Rn ˆ T.
1See definition of the AM property in Appendix A.1
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In particular, it is shown that the slow system relative to a resonant lattice can be
defined on the tangent bundle of a sub-torus Td ˆ Rd, d ă n. Quantitative estimates
on the action of minimizing orbits of the original system versus the slow system are
obtained. Our variational result is related to [Mat08], but different in many ways. We
work with the scaling limit system, and the small parameter ε does not show up in
our analysis. We also avoid quantitative estimates (in the statement of the theorem)
and obtain a limit theorem in weak KAM solutions. This allows us to take consecutive
limits, which is very useful for our construction of diffusion path in higher dimensions
(see Appendix A).
The formulation of the limit theorem in weak KAM solution requires special care. A
natural candidate is Tonelli convergence (convergence of Lagrangian within the Tonelli
family, see [Ber10]). In our setup, Hsp0,Bst and H
s
p0,B are defined on different spaces, we
need to consider the trivial extension of Hsp0,Bst to a higher dimensional space. The
extended Lagrangian is then degenerate and obviously not Tonelli. Moreover, the
standard C2 norm of the Lagrangian becomes unbounded in the limit process. We
nevertheless obtain the convergence of weak KAM solutions.
While this paper is mainly motivated by Arnold diffusion, we hope our treatment of
partial averaging is of independent interest.
The plan of the paper is as follows. The rigorous formulation of the results will be
presented in section 2. The choice of the basis is handled in section 3, and the estimates
of the vector fields, including the geometrical result is in section 4. The variational
aspect is more involved, and occupies sections 5 and 6, with some technical estimates
deferred to section 7 . As we already mentioned Appendices A and B are devoted to
application of dominant systems to Arnold diffusion. In Appendix C we prove Theorem
2.3 about existence of normally hyperbolic invariant cylinders stated in section 2.4.
2 Formulation of results
2.1 The slow system and the choice of basis
Recall that a slow system is
Hsp0,Bpϕ, Iq “ Kp0,BpIq ´ Up0,Bpϕq, ϕ P Td, I P Rd,
defined for a rank-d irreducible lattice Λ with ordered basis B “ rk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kds, and a
point p0 P Rn. Let Q0ppq “ B2ppH0ppq P Sympnq, where Sympnq denote the space of
nˆ n symmetric matrices. Define
Qppq “
„
Q0ppq 0
0 0

P Sympn` 1q, (2.1)
then (1.3) becomes
Kp0,BpI1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Idq “ 12Qpp0qpI1k1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Idkdq ¨ pI1k1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Idkdq. (2.2)
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Let us also denote
ZBpϕ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ϕd, pq “
ÿ
lPZd
hl1k1`¨¨¨ldkdppqe2piipl1ϕ1`¨¨¨`ldϕdq, (2.3)
where H1pθ, p, tq “ řkPZd`1 hkppqe2piik¨pθ,tq, then (1.4) becomes
Up0,Bpϕq “ ´ZBpϕ, p0q.
We now fix a rank-m irreducible resonant lattice Λst, called the strong lattice, and
study all irreducible lattices Λ Ą Λst of rank d. Fix a basis Bst “ rk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kms of the
strong lattice Λst, we extend it to an adapted basis B “ rk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kds of Λ. The extended
basis is of course non-unique, and our first theorem concerns the choice of a “nice”
basis. When B is an adapted basis, the corresponding slow system is Hsp0,B is denoted
Hsp0,Bst,Bwk , where
Bst “ rk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kms “ rkst1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , kstms,
Bwk “ rkm`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kds “ rkwk1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , kwkd´ms.
Denote
ϕst “ pϕ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ϕmq, ϕwk “ pϕm`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ϕdq,
Ist “ pI1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Imq, Iwk “ pIm`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Idq,
we write
Hsp0,Bpϕ, Iq “ Hsp0,Bst,Bwkpϕst, ϕwk, Ist, Iwkq
“ Kp0,Bst,BwkpIst, Iwkq ´ Up0,Bstpϕstq ´ Uwkp0,Bst,Bwkpϕst, ϕwkq,
where
Up0,Bstpϕstq “ ´ZBstpϕst, p0q, Uwkp0,Bst,Bwkpϕst, ϕwkq “ ´pZB ´ ZBstqpϕst, ϕwk, p0q.
Note that the slow system to Λst is
Hsp0,Bstpϕst, Istq “ Kp0,BstpIstq ´ Up0,Bstpϕstq
“ Kp0,Bst,BwkpIst, 0q ´ Up0,Bstpϕstq,
where the second line follows directly from (2.2). In other words, Hsp0,Bstpϕst, Istq can
be obtained from Hsp0,Bst,Bwk by setting I
wk “ 0 and Uwkp0,Bst,Bwk “ 0.
We will show that by choosing a good basis, the term Uwkp0,Bst,Bwk can be made
arbitrarily small. Moreover, we can further decompose Uwkp0,Bst,Bwk to obtain precise
estimates on its dependence on each of the weak angles ϕwkj . To do this we define, for
each 1 ď i ď d, Bi “ rk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kis an ordered basis and Λi the corresponding rank i
lattice. Then Bm “ Bst Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Bd “ B. For m ă i ď d, we write
Uwkp0,Bi´1,Bi “ ´pZBi ´ ZBi´1qpϕ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ϕi, p0q
“ ´pZBi ´ ZBi´1qpϕst, ϕwk1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , ϕwki´m, p0q.
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Then the slow system takes the form
Hsp0,Bst,Bwk “ Kp0,B ´ Up0,Bst ´ Uwkp0,Bm,Bm`1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ UwkBd´1,Bd . (2.4)
Theorem 2.1. Let Λst Ă Λ be irreducible resonance lattices of rank m and d resp.,
where m ă d. Fix an ordered basis Bst “ rkst1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , kstms of Λst. Suppose H1 is Cr with
r ą n`2pd´mq`4, and }H1}Cr “ 1. Then there exists a constant κ “ κpH0,Bst, nq ą 1,
integer vectors Bwk “ rkwk1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , kwkd´ms with rBst,Bwks forming an adapted basis, such
that the following hold.
1. For any 1 ď i ă j ď d´m, |kwki | ă κp1` |kwkj |q.
2. For 1 ď j ď d´m, we have
}Uwkp0,Bj`m´1,Bj`m}C2 ď }ZBj`m ´ ZBj`m´1}C2 ď κ|kwkj |´r`n`2pd´mq`4.
Remark. Item 2 implies that as MpΛ|Λstq Ñ 8, for the specifically chosen basis, we
have }Uwkp0,Bst,Bwk}C2 Ñ 0.
Item 1 says that vectors in Bwk are approximately in an increasing order. This,
when combined with item 2, implies that the norm of the weak potentials Up0,Bj`m´1,Bj`m
are approximately in an decreasing order.
This theorem is proven in section 3.
We will call any Hamiltonian that satisfy the conclusions of Theorem 2.1 a dominant
Hamiltonian. In the next section, we define an abstract space of dominant Hamiltonians.
2.2 Abstract space of dominant Hamiltonians
We start with the following data:
1. A C2 function Q0 : Rn Ñ Sympnq, where Sympnq denote the space of n ˆ n
symmetric matrices. Define as before Qppq “
„
Q0ppq 0
0 0

, and assume D´1Id ď
Q0 ď DId.
2. An irreducible resonance lattice Λst Ă Zn`1 of rank 1 ď m ă n, and a basis
Bst “ rkst1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , kstms.
3. Constants κ ą 1 and q ą 1.
We continue to use the notation pk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kmq “ pkst1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , kstmq and pkm`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kdq “
pkwk1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , kwkd´mq, and apply the same convention to the variables ϕ and I. Define
Ωm,d :“ pZn`1qdˆRnˆC2pTmqˆC2pTm`1qˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆC2pTdq, Hs : Ωm,d Ñ C2pTdˆRdq,
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with
pBst “ rkst1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , kstms,Bwk “ rkwk1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , kwkd´ms, p0, U st,Uwk “ tUwk1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Uwkd´muq ÞÑ
HspBst,Bwk, p0, U st,Uwkq “ Kp0,Bst,BwkpIq´U stpϕ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ϕmq´
d´mÿ
j“1
Uwkj pϕ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ϕj`mq,
where
Kp0,Bst,BwkpIq “
1
2Qpp0qpk1I1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ kdIdq ¨ pk1I1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kdIdq.
We equip Ωm,d with the product topology, with discrete topology on kwkj and the
standard norms on other components. Hs is smooth in p0, U st, Uwk1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Uwkd´m. Let
Ωm,dpBstq be the subset of Ωm,d with fixed Bst.
We define Ωm,dκ,q pBstq Ă Ωm,dpBstq to be the tuple pBwk, p0, U st,Uwkq satisfying the
following conditions:
1. For any 1 ď i ă j ď d´m, |kwki | ď κ p1` |kwkj |q.
2. For each 1 ď j ď d´m, }Uwkj }C2 ď κ|kwkj |´q.
Each element in HspΩm,dκ,q q is called an pm, dq´dominant Hamiltonian with constants
pκ, qq. Define
µpBwkq “ min
1ďjďd´m |k
wk
j |,
then in Ωm,dκ,q pBstq, we have }Uwkj } ď κµpBwkq´q, i.e. the weak potential Uwk :“řd´m
j“1 U
wk
j Ñ 0 as µpBwkq Ñ 8.
We now restate Theorem 2.1 using the formal definition.
Theorem (Theorem 2.1 restated). Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, there exists
a constant κ “ κpH0,Bst, nq ą 1, integer vectors Bwk “ rkwk1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , kwkd´ms with Bst,Bwk
forming an adapted basis, such that
pBwk, p, Up0,Bst , pUp0,Bm,Bm`1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Up0,Bd´1,Bdqq P Ωm,dκ,r´n´2pd´mq´4pBstq.
The strong Hamiltonian is defined by the mapping
Hst : Rn ˆ C2pTmq Ñ C2pTm ˆ Rmq, Hstpp0, U stq “ Kp0,Bst,BwkpIst, 0q ´ U stpϕstq.
We extend the definition to Ωm,d by writing HstpBst,Bwk, p0, U st,Uwkq “ Hstpp0, U stq.
We will prove all our limit theorems in the space Ωm,dκ,q pBstq.
2.3 The rescaling limit
We fix Bst, κ ą 1 and pBwk, p, U st,Uwkq P Ωm,dκ,q pBstq. Denote
Hs “ HspBst,Bwk, p, U st,Uwkq, Hst “ Hstpp, U stq.
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Then
Hspϕ, Iq “ KpIq ´ U stpϕstq ´ Uwkpϕst, ϕwkq, Hstpϕst, Istq “ KpIst, 0q ´ U stpϕstq,
where Uwk “ řd´mj“1 Uwkj . As µpBwkq Ñ 8, we have }Uwk}C2 Ñ 0. However, KpIst, Iwkq
is not a small perturbation of KpIst, 0q, in fact, as µpBwkq Ñ 8, KpIst, Iwkq becomes
unbounded (since each |kwkj | Ñ 8, see also (2.2)) .
We write
B2IIK “
„
A B
BT C

, A “ B2IstIstK,B “ B2IstIwkK,C “ B2IwkIwkK, (2.5)
then
pAqij “ pksti qTQkstj , pBqij “ pksti qTQkwkj , pCqij “ pkwki qTQkwkj . (2.6)
Note in particular that A “ B2IstIstHst. The Hamiltonian equation for Hs reads#
9ϕst “ AIst `BIwk, 9Ist “ BϕstU,
9ϕwk “ BT Ist ` CIwk, 9Iwk “ BϕwkU,
where U “ U st ` Uwk. Then the Lagrangian vector field is#
9ϕst “ vst, 9vst “ ABϕstU `BBϕwkU,
9ϕwk “ vwk, 9vwk “ BTBϕstU ` CBϕwkU,
(2.7)
which will be compared to the Lagrangian vector field of Hst
9ϕst “ vst, 9vst “ ABϕstU st, (2.8)
denoted Xst. To show that the projection of (2.7) converges to (2.8), we only need to
show }BBϕwkU} Ñ 0.
For convergence of weak variables, we will need a rescaling. It turns out that it is
better to rescale the Iwk variable. Introduce the coordinate change
pϕst, vst, ϕwk, vwkq ÞÑ pϕst, vst, ϕwk, Iwkq. (2.9)
This is a “half Lagrangian” setting in the sense that pϕst, vstq is remain the Lagrangian
setup, while pϕwk, Iwkq is in the Hamiltonian format. Using
vst “ AIst `BIwk, vwk “ BT Iwk ` CIwk,
we get
vwk “ BTA´1vst ´ C˜Iwk,
where C˜ “ C ´BTA´1B is an invertible symmetric matrix. Then the half-Lagrangian
equation writes#
9ϕst “ vst, 9vst “ ABϕstU `BBϕwkU,
9ϕwk “ BTA´1vst ´ C˜Iwk, 9Iwk “ BϕwkU.
(2.10)
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We denote by Xspϕst, vst, ϕwk, Iwkq the vector field of (2.10), defined on the universal
cover Rm ˆ Rm ˆ Rd´m ˆ Rd´m.
Consider the trivial lift of the strong Lagrangian vector field Xst, defined on the
universal cover #
9ϕst “ vst, 9vst “ ABϕstU,
9ϕwk “ 0, 9Iwk “ 0, (2.11)
whose vector field we denote by XstL pϕst, vst, ϕwk, Iwkq. We show that XstL is a rescaling
limit of Xs.
Given 1 ě σ1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě σd´m ą 0, let Σ “ diagtσ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σd´mu. We define a rescaling
coordinate change ΦΣ : R2d Ñ R2d by
ΦΣ : pϕst, vst, ϕwk, Iwkq ÞÑ pϕst, vst, ϕ˜wk, I˜wkq :“ pϕst, vst,Σ´1ϕwk,ΣIwkq. (2.12)
The rescaled vector field for Xs is
X˜s :“ pΦΣq´1Xs ˝ Φ´1Σ , X˜spϕst, vst, ϕwk, Iwkq “ pΦΣq´1Xspϕst, vst,Σ´1ϕwk,ΣIwkq,
(2.13)
while XstL is unchanged under the rescaling.
Theorem 2.2. Fix Bst and κ ą 1. Assume that q ą 2. Then there exists a constant
M “ MpBst, Q, κ, q, d ´ mq ą 1, such that for pBwk, p, U st,Uwkq P Ωm,dκ,q pBstq and
Hs “ HspBst,Bwk, p, U st,Uwkq, Hst “ Hstpp, U stq, such that the following hold.
For the rescaling parameter σj “ |kwkj |´ q`13 , uniformly on Rm ˆRd´m ˆRm ˆRd´m
we have
}Πpϕst,vstqpX˜s ´XstL q}C0 ďMµpBwkq´pq´1q,
}DX˜s ´DXstL }C0 ďMµpBwkq´
q´2
3 .
In particular, Theorem 2.2 implies that as µpBwkq Ñ 8, the vector field X˜s converges
to XstL in the C1 topology over compact sets. Theorem 2.2 is proven in section 4.1.
2.4 Persistence of normally hyperbolic invariant cylinders
Our main application for Theorem 2.2 is to prove persistence of normally hyperbolic
invariant cylinders (NHICs).
Let W be a manifold. For R ą 0, let BlR Ă Rl denote the ball of radius R at the
origin. A 2l´cylinder Λ is defined by Λ “ χpTl ˆ BlRq, where χ : Tl ˆ BlR Ñ W is an
embedding.
Let φt be a C2 flow on W , and Λ Ă W be a cylinder. We say that Λ is normally
hyperbolic (weakly) invariant cylinder (NHWIC) if there exists t0 ą 0 such that the
following hold.
• The vector field of φt is tangent to Λ at every z P Λ.
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• For each z P Λa, there exists a splitting
TzM “ Ecpzq ‘ Espzq ‘ Eupzq, where Ecpzq “ TzΛ,
weakly invariant in the sense that
Dφt0pzqEσpzq “ Eσpφt0zq, if z, φt0z P Λ and σ “ c, s, u.
• There exists 0 ă α ă β ă 1 and a C1 Riemannian metric g called the adapted
metric on a neighborhood of Λ such that whenever z, φt0z P Λ,
}Dφt0pzq|Es}, }pDφpzq|Euq´1} ă α,
}pDφt0pzq|Ecq´1}, }Dφt0pzq|Ec} ą β,
where the norms taken is with respect to the metric g.
The cylinder is called normally hyperbolic (fully) invariant if it satisfies the above
conditions, and both Λ and BΛ are invariant under φt0 . A more common definition of
normally hyperbolic (fully) invariant cylinders assumes a spectral radius condition, but
our definition is equivalent, see e.g. [BS02] Prop.5.2.2.
Moreover:
• If the parameters α, β satisfies the bunching condition α ă β2, then the bundles
Es, Eu are C1 smooth.
• When Es, Eu are smooth, we can always choose the adapted metric g such that
Es, Eu and Ec are orthogonal.
Recall that XstLag, XsLag denotes the Lagrangian vector fields. Suppose XstLag admits a
normally hyperbolic (fully) invariant cylinder Λst, we claim that XsLag admits an weakly
invariant cylinder diffeomorphic to Λst ˆ pTd´m ˆ Rd´mq.
Theorem 2.3. Consider a strong lattice Bst, a strong potential U st P C2pTmq, κ ą
0, a ą 0, and q ą 2.
Assume that the Euler-Lagrange vector field XstLag of Hst “ HstpBst, p0, U stq admits
a 2l´dimensional cylinder Λsta “ χstpTl ˆ Bl1`aq that is normally hyperbolic (fully)
invariant, with the parameters 0 ă α ă β2 ă 1.
Then there exists an open set V Ą Λst0 such that for any δ ą 0, there exists
M ą 0, such that for any pBst,Bwk, p0, U stq P Ωκ,qm,dpBstq, Hs “ HspBst,Bwk, p0, U stq, the
following hold.
There exists a C1 embedding
ηs “ pηst, ηwkq : pTl ˆBlq ˆ pTd´m ˆ Rd´mq Ñ pTm ˆBmq ˆ pTd´m ˆ Rd´mq,
such that Λs “ ηsppTl ˆBlq ˆ pTd´m ˆRd´mqq is a 2pl` d´mq´dimensional NHWIC
under XsLag. Moreover, we have
}ηst ´ χst}C0 ă δ,
and any XsLag´invariant set contained in V ˆ pTd´m ˆ Rd´mq is contained in Λs.
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The assumption α ă β2 is not necessary, and is assumed for simplicity of the
proof. Nevertheless, the assumption is satisfied in our intended application and in most
perturbative settings. The proof is presented in Appendix C.
2.5 The variational aspect of dominant Hamiltonians
We will develop a similar perturbation theory for the weak KAM solutions of the
dominant Hamiltonian. The weak KAM solution is closely related to some important
invariant sets of the Hamiltonian system, known as the Mather, Aubry and Mañe sets.
• Preliminaries in weak KAM solutions
In this section we give only enough concepts to formulate our theorem. A more
detailed exposition will be given in Section 5.1. Let
H : Td ˆ Rd Ñ R
be a C3 Hamiltonian satisfying the condition D´1Id ď B2IIHpϕ, Iq ď DId. The
associated Lagrangian L : Td ˆ Rd Ñ R is given by
LHpϕ, vq “ sup
IPRn
tI ¨ v ´Hpϕ, Iqu.
Let c P Rd » H1pTd,Rq, we define Mather’s alpha function to be
αHpcq “ ´ inf
ν
"ż
pLH ´ c ¨ vqdν
*
,
where the infimum is taken over all Borel probability measures on Td ˆRd that is
invariant under the Euler-Lagrange flow of LH .
A continuous function u : Td Ñ R is called a (backward) weak KAM solution to
LH ´ c ¨ v if for any t ą 0, we have
upxq “ inf
yPTd,γp0q“y,γptq“x
ˆ
upyq `
ż t
0
pLHpγptq, 9γptqq ´ c ¨ 9γptq ` αHpcqqdt
˙
,
where γ : r0, ts Ñ Td is absolutely continuous. Weak KAM solutions exist and
are Lipschitz (see [Fat08], [Ber10]).
• The relation between Lagrangians We now turn to the weak KAM solutions
of dominant Hamiltonians. Fix Bst and consider
pBwk, p, U st,Uwkq P Ωm,dpBstq
and write Hs “ HspBst,Bwk, p, U st,Uwkq, Hst “ Hstpp,Bst, U stq. Note
Hspϕst, ϕwk, Ist, Iwkq “ KpIst, Iwkq ´ U stpϕstq ´ Uwkpϕst, ϕwkq,
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where Uwk “ řd´mj“1 Uwkj , and
Hstpϕst, Istq “ KpIst, 0q ´ U stpϕstq.
Denote Ls “ LHs and Lst “ LHst , we have
Lspϕst, ϕwk, vst, vwkq “ Ls0pvst, vwkq ` U stpϕstq ` Uwkpϕst, ϕwkq,
Lstpϕst, vstq “ Lst0 pvstq ` U stpϕstq,
where Ls0, Lst0 are quadratic functions with pB2vvLs0q “ pB2IIKq´1 and pB2vstvstLst0 q “
pB2IstIstKq´1 as matrices.
Given c “ pcst, cwkq P Rm ˆ Rd´m “ Rd, we show that the weak KAM solution of
Ls´ c ¨ v is related to the weak KAM solution of Lst´ c¯ ¨ vst, where c¯ is computed
using an explicit formula. More precisely, we define
c¯ “ cst ` A´1Bcwk,
where B2IIK “
„
A B
BT C

as in (2.6). Then (we refer to section 4.2 for details)
Lspϕst, ϕwk, vst, vwkq ´ pcst, cwkq ¨ pvst, vwkq “ Lstpϕst, vstq ´ c¯ ¨ vst
` 12pv
wk ´BTA´1vst ´ C˜cwkq ¨ C˜´1pvwk ´BTA´1vst ´ C˜cwkq
` 12c
wk ¨ C˜cwk ` Uwkpϕst, ϕwkq,
where C˜ “ C ´BTA´1B. The above computation suggests a connection between
the Lagrangian Ls ´ c ¨ v and Lst ´ c¯ ¨ vst. Indeed, in Proposition 5.5 we show
αHspcq ´ }Uwk}C0 ď αHstpc¯q ` 12c
wk ¨ C˜cwk ď αHspcq ` }Uwk}C0 .
• Semi-continuity of weak KAM solutions
We now state our main variational results. We consider a sequence of domi-
nant Hamiltonians with µpBwkq Ñ 8, and cohomology classes ci such that the
corresponding c¯i converge. Then the weak KAM solutions has a converging subse-
quence, and the limit point is the weak KAM solution of the strong Hamiltonian.
This is sometimes referred to as upper semi-continuity.
Theorem 2.4. Fix Bst and κ ą 1. Assume that q ą 2pd´mq.
For p0 P Rn, U st0 P C2pTmq and c¯ P Rm, we consider a sequence
pBwki , pi, U sti ,Uwki q P Ωm,dκ,q pBstq, ci “ pcsti , cwki q P Rm ˆ Rd´m,
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and let ui be a weak KAM solution of
LHspBst,Bwki ,pi,Usti ,Uwki q ´ ci ¨ v.
Denote Ki “ Kpi,Bst,Bwki , and
Ai “ B2IstIstKi, Bi “ B2IstIwkKi, Ci “ B2IwkIwkKi.
Assume:
– µpBwki q Ñ 8, pi Ñ p0, U sti Ñ U st0 .
– csti ` A´1i Bicwki Ñ c¯.
Then:
1. The sequence tuiu is equi-continuous. In particular, the sequence tuip¨q ´
uip0qu is pre-compact in the C0 topology.
2. Let u be any accumulation point of the sequence uip¨q ´ uip0q. Then there
exists ust : Tm Ñ R such that upϕst, ϕwkq “ ustpϕstq, i.e, u is independent of
ϕwk.
3. ust is a weak KAM solution of
LHstpp0,Ust0 q ´ c¯ ¨ vst.
The proof of Theorem 2.4 occupies sections 4 and 5, with some technical statements
deferred to section 7.
Remark. Theorem 2.1 implies that by choosing a good basis, we can express a slow
system as a dominant system with parameters κ, q, where q “ r ´ n ´ 2pd ´mq ´ 4.
For Theorem 2.2 we need q ą 2, and for Theorem 2.4 we need q ą 2pd´mq. Therefore
for application to nearly integrable systems, we need r ą n` 4pd´mq ` 4 as stated in
our main result.
Using the point of view in [Ber10], the semi-continuity of the weak KAM solution is
closely related to the semi-continuity of the Aubry and Mañe sets. These properties
have important applications to Arnold diffusion. In section 6 we develop an analog of
these results for the dominant Hamiltonians.
3 The choice of basis and averaging
In this section we prove Theorem 2.1. The proof consists of two parts: the choice of
the basis and estimates on the norms.
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3.1 The choice of the basis
Recall that we have a fixed irreducible lattice Λst Ă Zn`1 of rank m ă n, and a fixed
basis Bst “ tk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kmu for Λst. The following proposition describes the choice of the
adapted basis for any irreducible Λ Ą Λst.
Proposition 3.1. Let Λst Ă Zn`1 be an irreducble lattice of rank m ă n, and fix a basis
k1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , km. Let Λ Ą Λst be an irreducible lattice of rank m ă d ď n, then there exists
km`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kd P Zn`1 such that k1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kd form a basis of Λ, and the following hold.
1. For each m ă j ď d,
|kj| ď M¯ ` pd´mqMj,
where
M¯ “ |k1| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |km|, Λj “ spanZtk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kju, Mj “MpΛj|Λj´1q.
2. For each m ă i ă j ď d,
|ki| ď M¯ ` pd´mq|kj|.
We now describe the choice of the vectors km`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kd. We define k1i “ ki for
1 ď i ď m, and define k1i with i ą m inductively using the following procedure. Suppose
k11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , k1i are defined, let
Λi “ spanRtk11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , k1iu X Λ, Mi`1 “ mint|k| : k P ΛzΛiu.
We define k1i`1 to be a vector reaching the minimum in the definition of Mi`1, i.e
|k1i`1| “Mi`1. We have
|k1i| “Mi, m ă i ď d, |k1j| ď |k1i|, m ă j ă i ď d,
but k11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , k1d may not form a basis. We turn them into a basis using the following
procedure (see [Sie89]).
For each j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m, define
cj “ mintsj : sj,1k11 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` sj,j´1k1j´1 ` sjk1j P Λ, sj P R`, sj,i P R` Y t0uu. (3.1)
We define cj,j´1 using a similar minimization given the value cj:
cj,j´1 “ mintsj,j´1 : sj,1k11 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` sj,j´1k1j´1 ` cjk1j, sj,i P R` Y t0uu.
We now define cj,i for 1 ď i ď j ´ 2 inductively as follows. Assume that cj,i, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cj,j´1
are all defined, then
cj,i´1 “ mintsj,i´1 :
sj,1k
1
1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` sj,i´1k1i´1 ` cj,ik1i ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` cj,j´1k1j´1 ` cjk1j P Λ,
sj,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sj,i´1 P R` Y t0uu.
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Finally,
kj “ cj,1k11 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` cj,j´1k1j´1 ` cjk1j.
We have the following lemma from the geometry of numbers.
Lemma 3.2 (see [Sie89]). Let Λ Ă Zn`1 be a lattice of rank d ď n and let k11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , k1d
be any linearly independent set in Λ. Let
kj “ cj,1k11 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` cj,j´1k1j´1 ` cjk1j.
be defined using the procedure above. Then
1. For each 1 ď j ď d, k1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kj form a basis of spanRtk11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , k1ju X Λ over Z. In
particular, k1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kd form a basis of Λ.
2. For 1 ď j ă d and 1 ď i ď j ´ 1, we have
0 ď cj,i ă 1, 0 ă cj ď 1.
3. If for some 1 ď m ď d, k11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , k1m already form a basis of spanRtk11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , k1mu X Λ
over Z, then k1 “ k11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , km “ k1m.
Proof. For proof of item 1, we refer to [Sie89], Theorem 18. Item 2 and 3 follow from
definition and item 1 as we explain below.
For item 2, note that for any kj “ cj,1k11 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` cj,j´1k1j´1 ` cjk1j P Λ, we can always
subtract an integer from any cj,i or cj and remain in Λ. If the estimates do not hold,
we can get a contradiction by reducing cj,i or cj.
For item 3, if k11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , k1m is a basis (over Z) of spanRtk11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , k1mu X Λ, then all
coefficients of kj “ cj,1k11 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` cj,j´1k1j´1 ` cjk1j P Λ for j ď m must be integers. Then
the constraints of item 2 implies cj,i “ 0 and cj “ 1, namely kj “ k1j.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. We choose the basis k1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kd as described. Lemma 3.2
implies kj “ k1j for 1 ď j ď m. Using
0 ă cj`1 ď 1, 0 ď cj`1,i ă 1,
we get
|kj| ď |k11| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |k1j| “ |k1| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |km| `Mm`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Mj.
Since Mm`1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ďMd, and M¯ “ |k1| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |km|, we get
|kj| ď M¯ ` pj ´mqMj ď M¯ ` pd´mqMj.
Moreover, for i ă j, we have
|ki| ď M¯ ` pd´mqMi ă M¯ ` pd´mqMj ď M¯ ` pd´mq|kj|.
We note that the basis, as chosen in Proposition 3.1, satisfies item 1 of Theorem 2.1
for κ ě maxtM¯, d´mu.
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3.2 Estimating the weak potential
In this section we prove the second item in Theorem 2.1 and conclude its proof. Assume
that H1 P CrpTn ˆ Rn ˆ Tq with r ą n ` 2d ´ 2m ` 4. Let the basis k1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kn be
chosen as in Proposition 3.1. We show that there exists κ “ κpBst, Q, nq ą 1 such that
for m ă i ď d,
}Uwkp0,Bi´1,Bi}C2 ď }ZBi ´ ZBi´1}C2 ď κ|ki|´r`3n´2m`6.
For a lattice Λ let
rHsΛpθ, p, tq “
ÿ
kPΛ
hkppqe2piik¨pθ,tq,
then we have
pZBi ´ ZBi´1qpk1 ¨ pθ, tq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ki ¨ pθ, tq, pq “ prH1sΛi ´ rH1sΛi´1qpθ, p, tq,
and the norm of rH1sΛi ´ rH1sΛi´1 can be estimated using a standard estimates of the
Fourier series.
Lemma 3.3 (c.f. [BKZ11], Lemma 2.1, item 3). Let H1pθ, p, tq “ řkPZn`1 hkppqe2piik¨pθ,tq
satisfy }H1}Cr “ 1, with r ě n ` 4. There exists a constant Cn depending only on n,
such that for any subset Λ˜ Ă Zn`1 with minkPΛ˜ |k| “M ą 0, we have
}
ÿ
kPΛ˜
hkppqe2piik¨pθ,tq}C2 ď CnM´r`n`4.
Since minkPΛizΛi´1 |k| “Mi, we apply Lemma 3.3 to ΛizΛi´1 to get
}rH1sΛi ´ rH1sΛi´1}C2 ď CnM´r`n`3i . (3.2)
To estimate ZBi ´ ZBi´1 , we apply a linear coordinate change. Given k1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ki, we
choose kˆi`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kˆn`1 P Zn`1 to be coordinate vectors (unit integer vectors) so that
Pi :“
“
k1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ki kˆi`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ kˆn`1
‰
is invertible. We extend pZBi´ZBi´1qpϕ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ϕiq trivially to a function of pϕ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ϕn`1q,
then
pZBi ´ ZBi´1q
ˆ
P Ti
„
θ
t
˙
“ prH1sΛi ´ rH1sΛi´1qpθ, tq.
We get
}ZBi ´ ZBi´1}C2 ď p1` }P´1i }qp1` }pP Ti q´1}q}rH1sΛi ´ rH1sΛi´1}C2 .
We apply the following lemma in linear algebra:
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Lemma 3.4. Given 1 ď s ď n ` 1, let P “ “k1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ks‰ be an integer matrix with
linearly independent columns. Then there exists cn ą 1 depending only on n such that
min
}v}“1
}Pv} “ min
}v}“1
pvTP TPvq 12 “ }pP TP q´1}´ 12 ě c´1n |k1|´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ |km|´1.
In particular, if s “ n` 1, then }P´1} “ }pP T q´1} ď cn|k1| ¨ ¨ ¨ |kn`1|.
Proof. We only estimate }pP TP q´1}. Let aij “ pP TP qij and bij “ pP TP q´1ij , then using
Cramer’s rule and the definition of the cofactor, we have
|bij| ď 1detpP TP q
ÿ
σ
ź
s‰i
asσpsq,
where σ ranges over all one-to-one mappings from t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,muztiu to t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,muztju.
Since P is a nonsingular integer matrix, we have detpP TP q ě 1. Moreover, aij “
kTi kj ď n|ki||kj|. Therefore
|bij| ď
ÿ
σ
ź
s‰i
|ks||kσpsq| ď cnp
ź
s‰i
|ks|qp
ź
s‰j
|ks|q,
where cn is a constant depending only on n. Using the fact that the norm of a matrix is
bounded by its largest entry, up to a factor depending only on dimension, by changing
to a different cn, we have
}pP TP q´1} ď cn sup
i,j
|Bij| ď cn sup
i,j
p
ź
s‰i
|ks|qp
ź
s‰j
|ks|q ď cnp
mź
s“1
|ks|q2.
If s “ n` 1, then }P´1} “ }pP TP q´1} 12 “ }pPP T q´1} 12 “ }pP T q´1}.
Using Lemma 3.4, there exists a constant cn ą 0 depending only on n such that
}P´1i } “ }pP Ti q´1} ď cn|k1| ¨ ¨ ¨ |ki||kˆi`1| ¨ ¨ ¨ |kˆn`1|.
We have |k1|, ¨ ¨ ¨ , |km| ď M¯ , |kˆi`1| “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ |kˆn`1| “ 1, and from Lemma 3.2,
|km`1|, ¨ ¨ ¨ , |ki| ď M¯ ` pd ´ mqMi. Hence there exists a constant cn,M¯ ą 0 such
that
}P´1i } “ }pP Ti q´1} ď cn,M¯M i´mi .
Combine with (3.2), we get for κ “ κpn, M¯q,
}ZBi ´ ZBi´1}C2 ď κM´r`n`4`2pi´mqi ď κM´r`n`4`2pd´mqi ď κ|ki|´r`n`2d´2m`4.
This implies item 2 of Theorem 2.1. The proof is complete.
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4 Strong and slow systems of dominant Hamiltoni-
ans
In this section we study the relation between Hamiltonians and the corresponding
Lagrangians for dominant systems. We start by comparing the Hamitonian vector fields
and then compare their Lagrangians.
4.1 Vector fields of dominant Hamiltonians
In this section we expand on section 2.3 and prove Theorem 2.2. Fix Bst, κ ą 1 and let
pBwk, p, U st,Uwkq P Ωm,dκ,q pBstq, we recall the notations
Hs “ HspBst,Bwk, p, U st,Uwkq, Hst “ Hstpp, U stq.
Then
Hspϕ, Iq “ KpIq ´ U stpϕstq ´ Uwkpϕst, ϕwkq, Hstpϕst, Istq “ KpIst, 0q ´ U stpϕstq.
Recall from (2.5) that B2IIK “
„
A B
C D

, then
pAqij “ pksti qTQkstj , pBqij “ pksti qTQkwkj , pCqij “ pkwki qTQkwkj .
The vector field Xspϕst, vst, ϕwk, Iwkq defined on the universal cover Rm ˆ Rm ˆ
Rd´m ˆ Rd´m is obtained from the Lagrangian vector field via the coordinate change
C˜Iwk “ BTA´1vst´ vwk (see (2.9)). The vector field XstL pϕst, vst, ϕwk, Iwkq is defined as
a trivial extension of the Lagrangian vector field of Hst, also defined on the universal
cover. More explicitly (see (2.10), (2.11))
Xs “
»——–
vst
ABϕstU `BBϕwkU
BTA´1vst ´ C˜Iwk
BϕwkU
fiffiffifl , XstL “
»——–
vst
ABϕstU st
0
0
fiffiffifl . (4.1)
Given 1 ě σ1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě σd´m ą 0, let Σ “ diagtσ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σd´mu. The rescaling is
ΦΣ : R2d Ñ R2d, given by (2.12). We denote by X˜spϕst, vst, ϕ˜wk, I˜wkq the rescaled Xs.
Using (4.1), we have
X˜s ´XstL “ pΦΣq´1Xs ˝ Φ´1Σ ´Xst “
»——–
0
pABϕstUwk `BBϕwkUwkqpϕst,Σ´1ϕ˜wkq
ΣBTA´1vst ´ ΣC˜ΣI˜wk
Σ´1BϕwkUwkpϕst,Σ´1ϕ˜wkq
fiffiffifl (4.2)
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noting that U st is independent of ϕwk, so BϕwkU “ BϕwkUwk. Furthermore
DpX˜s ´XstL q “ pΦΣq´1DXs ˝ pΦΣq´1 ´XstL “»——–
0 0 0 0
AB2ϕstϕstUwk `BB2ϕstϕwkUwk 0 BB2ϕwkϕwkUwkΣ´1 0
0 ΣBTA´1 0 ΣC˜Σ
Σ´1B2ϕstϕwkUwk 0 Σ´1B2ϕwkϕwkUwkΣ´1 0
fiffiffifl . (4.3)
The quantities in (4.2) and (4.3) are estimated as follows.
Lemma 4.1. Fix Bst, κ ą 1. Assume q ą 2. Then there exists a constant M1 “
M1pBst, Q, κ, q, d ´ mq such that for the parameters σj “ |kwkj |´ q`13 , uniformly over
Rm ˆ Rm ˆ Rd´m ˆ Rd´m, the following hold.
1. For any 1 ď i ď m and 1 ď j ď d´m, }Bϕwkj Uwk}C0 , }B2ϕsti ϕwkj U
wk}C0 ďM1|kwkj |´q;
for any 1 ď i, j ď d´m, }B2
ϕwki ϕ
wk
j
Uwk}C0 ďM1 supt|kwki |´q, |kwkj |´qu.
2. }ABϕwkUwk}C0 ďM1 supjt|kwkj |´qu, }AB2ϕstϕstUwk}C0 ďM1 supjt|kwkj |´qu.
3. }BBϕwkUwk}C0 ďM1 supjt|kwkj |´pq´1qu, }BB2ϕstϕwkU}C0 ďM1 supjt|kwkj |´pq´1qu .
4. }BB2ϕstϕwkUΣ´1}C0 ďM1 supjt|kwkj |´
2q´4
3 u.
5. }Σ´1B2ϕwkϕwkUΣ´1}C0 ďM1 supjt|kwkj |´
q´2
3 u.
6. }ΣBTA´1}C0 ďM1 supjt|kwkj |´ q´23 u.
7. }ΣC˜Σ}C0 ďM1 supjt|kwkj |´ 2q´43 u.
We first prove Theorem 2.2 using our lemma.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Noting that Πpϕst,vstqpX˜s´XstL q is the first and third line of (4.2),
using item 2 and 3 of Lemma 4.1 we get
}Πpϕst,vstqpX˜s ´XstL q} ďM sup
j
t|kwkj |´pq´1qu “M˚µpBwkq´pq´1q,
for any constant M ě 2M1˚ , where M1 is from Lemma 4.1.
Since DpX˜s ´XstL q is bounded, up to a universal constant, the sum of the norms of
all the non-zero blocks in (4.3), using Lemma 4.1 items 4-8, we get
}DX˜s ´DXstL } ďM sup
j
t|kwkj |´
q´2
3 u “M˚µpBwkq´ q´23 ,
where M depends only on M1.
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The rest of the section is dedicated to proving Lemma 4.1.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Denote M¯ “ |kst1 | ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |kstm|, which depends only on Bst.
Item 1. We have
}Bϕwkj Uwk}C0 ď
d´mÿ
l“1
}Bϕwkj Uwkl }C0 ď
ÿ
lěj
}Bϕwkj Uwkl }C0
ď κ
ÿ
lěj
|kwkl |´q ď pd´mqκq`1|kwkj |´q,
where the second inequality is due to Uwkl depending only on pϕwk1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , ϕwkl q, and the
last two inequalities uses the definition of Ωm,dκ,q , see section 2.2. By the same reasoning,
we have
}B2ϕsti ϕwkj U
wk} ď
ÿ
lěj
}Uwkl }C2 ď pd´mqκq`1|kwkj |´q,
}B2ϕwki ϕwkj U
wk} ď
ÿ
lěsupti,ju
}Uwkl }C2 ď pd´mqκq`1 supt|kwki |´q, |kwkj |´qu
the second and third estimate follows.
Item 2.We have
|pABϕstUwkqj| “ |
ÿ
i
pksti qTQkstj Bϕstj Uwk| ď mM¯2}Q}}Bϕstj U}
ď mpd´mqM¯2}Q}κq`1|kwkj |´q,
where the last line is due to item 1. Similarly,
|pAB2ϕstϕstUwkqij| ď M¯2}Q}}Bϕsti ϕstj U} ď pd´mqM¯2}Q}κq`1|kwkj |´q.
Since the vector or matrix norm is bounded by the supremum of all matrix entries, up
to a constant depending only on dimension, item 2 follows. In the sequel, we apply the
same reasoning and only estimate the supremum of matrix/vector entries.
Item 3. Similar to item 2,
|pBBϕwkUqj| “ |
ÿ
i
pksti qTQkwkj Bϕwkj Uwk| ď pd´mqM¯}Q}|kwkj |}Bϕwkj Uwk}
ď pd´mqM¯}Q}pd´mqκq`1|kwkj |´pq´1q,
while
|pBB2ϕstϕwkUwkqij| “ |pksti qTQkwkj B2ϕsti ϕwkj U
wk| ď pd´mqκq`1M¯}Q}|kwkj |´pq´1q.
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Item 5.
|pBB2ϕwkϕwkUΣ´1qij| “ |
ÿ
l
pksti qTQkwkl B2ϕwk
l
ϕwkj
Uσ´1j | ď M¯}Q}
ÿ
lěj
|kwkl |σ´1j |B2ϕwk
l
ϕwkj
U |
ď M¯}Q}pd´mq2κq`2|kwkj ||kwkj |´q|kwkj |
q`1
3 “ M¯}Q}pd´mqκq`2|kwkj |´
2q´4
3 ,
where the inequality of the second line uses |kwkl | ď κ|kwkj |, item 1 and the choice of σj.
Item 6. Using item 1 and choice of σj, we have
|pΣ´1B2ϕwkϕwkUwkΣ´1qij| “ |σ´1i B2ϕwki ϕwkj U
wkσ´1j |
ď pd´mqκq`1σ´1i σ´1j supt|kwki |´q, |kwkj |´qu
ď pd´mqκq`1 supt|kwki |´
q´2
3 , |kwkj |´
q´2
3 u.
Item 7. We have
|pΣBT qij| “ |σipkwki qTQkstj | ď M¯}Q} sup
j
t|kwkj |σju “ M¯}Q} sup
j
t|kwkj |´
q´2
3 u
and uses }ΣBTA´1} ď }ΣBT }}A´1}, noting that }A´1} depends only on Q and Bst.
Item 8. Recall C˜ “ C ´BTA´1B. We have
|pΣCΣqij| “ |σipkwki qTQkwkj σj| ď psup
j
σj|kwkj |q2}Q} ď }Q} sup
j
t|kwkj |´
2q´4
3 u.
Suppose S1, S2 are positive definite symmetric matrices with S1 ě S2, for any v P Rd´m,
vTS1v “ vT pS1 ´ S2 ` S2qv ě vTS2v,
we obtain }S1} ě }S2}. Since C ´ BTA´1B ě 0, we have ΣCΣ ´ ΣBTA´1BΣ ě 0.
Apply the observation to the matrices ΣCΣ and ΣBTA´1BΣ we get
}ΣC˜Σ} ď }ΣCΣ} ` }ΣBTA´1BΣ} ď 2}ΣCΣ}.
Item 8 follows.
4.2 The slow Lagrangian
We derive the special form of the slow Lagrangian described in section 2.5. We fix
Bst, κ ą 1 and pBwk, p, U st,Uwkq P Ωm,dκ,q pBstq. Denote Hs “ HspBst,Bwk, p, U st,Uwkq,
Hst “ Hstpp, U stq and the associated Lagrangian is denoted Ls and Lst.
As before we write
Hspϕ, Iq “ KpIq ´ U stpϕstq ´ Uwkpϕst, ϕwkq, Hstpϕst, Istq “ KpIst, 0q ´ U stpϕstq,
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and
Lspϕ, vq “ Ls0pvq ` U stpϕstq ` Uwkpϕst, ϕwkq, Lstpϕst, vstq “ Lst0 pvstq ` U stpϕstq,
where B2vvLs0 “ pB2IIKq´1, B2vstvstLst0 “ pB2IstIstKq´1 for v “ BIK and vst “ BIstK. Recall
the notation
B2IIK “
„
A B
BT C

, A “ B2IstIstK, B “ B2IstIwkK, C “ B2IwkIwkK.
Lemma 4.2. With the above notations we have
1.
Lspv, ϕq “ Lstpϕst, vstq`
1
2pv
wk ´BTA´1vstq ¨ C˜´1pvwk ´BTA´1vstq ` Uwkpϕst, ϕwkq, (4.4)
where
C˜ “ C ´BTA´1B.
2. Let c “ pcst, cwkq P Rm ˆ Rd´m. We denote 2
c¯ “ cst ` A´1Bcwk, wwk “ vwk ´BTA´1vst, (4.5)
then
Lspv, ϕq ´ c ¨ v “ Lstpϕst, vstq ´ c¯ ¨ vst
` 12pw
wk ´ C˜cwkq ¨ C˜´1pwwk ´ C˜cwkq ´ 12c
wk ¨ C˜cwk ` Uwkpϕwk, ϕstq. (4.6)
Proof. We have the following identity in block matrix inverse, which can be verified by
a direct computation.„
A B
BT C
´1
“
„
A´1 0
0 0

`
„´A´1B
Id

C˜´1
“´BTA´1 Id‰ .
Then
Ls0pvst, vwkq “ 12
“pvstqT pvwkqT ‰ˆ„A´1 00 0

`
„
Id
´A´1B

C˜´1
“
Id ´BTA´1‰˙„ vst
vwk

“ 12v
st ¨ A´1vst ` 12pv
wk ´BTA´1vstq ¨ C˜´1pvwk ´BTA´1vstq
“ Lst0 pvstq ` 12pv
wk ´BTA´1vstq ¨ C˜´1pvwk ´BTA´1vstq,
2We stress here that no coordinate change is performed: wwk is simply an abbreviation for
vwk ´BTA´1vst.
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and (4.4) follows.
Moreover,
Ls0 ´ pcst, cwkq ¨ pvst, vwkq
“ Lst0 pvstq ´ pcst ` A´1Bcwkq ¨ vst ` 12w
wk ¨ C˜´1wwk ´ cwk ¨ vwk ` A´1Bcwk ¨ vst
“ Lst0 pvstq ´ c¯ ¨ vst ` 12w
wk ¨ C˜´1wwk ´ cwk ¨ pvwk ´BTA´1vstq
“ Lst0 pvstq ´ c¯ ¨ vst ` 12w
wk ¨ C˜´1wwk ´ pC˜cwkq ¨ C˜´1wwk
“ Lst0 pvstq ´ c¯ ¨ vst ` 12pw
wk ´ C˜cwkq ¨ C˜´1pwwk ´ C˜cwkq ´ 12c
wk ¨ C˜cwk.
We obtain (4.6).
The Euler-Lagrange flow of Ls satisfies the following estimates.
Lemma 4.3. Fix Bst, κ ą 1. Assume that q ą 1, Ls “ LHspBst,Bwk,p,Ust,Uwkq, with
pBwk, p, U st,Uwkq P Ωm,dκ,q pBstq. Let γ “ pγst, γwkq : r0, T s Ñ Td satisfy the Euler-
Lagrange equation of Ls.
1. There exists a constant M1 “M1pBst, Q, κ, qq such that
}:γst ´ ABϕstU stpγstq}C0 ďM1pµpBwkqq´pq´1q.
2. There exists a constant M2 “M2pBst, Q, κ, q, }U st}q such that
}:γst}C0 ďM2.
Proof. Observe that the pϕst, vstq component of the Euler-Lagrange vector field of Ls is
precisely the vector field Πϕst,vstX˜s in Theorem 2.2. The Euler-Lagrange equation of
Lst (which is Xst in Theorem 2.2) is :ϕst “ ABϕstU st. Hence item 1 is a rephrasing of
the first conclusion of in Theorem 2.2.
Since }ABϕstU st} ď }A}}U st}, and }A} depends only on Bst and Q, item 2 follows
directly from item 1.
5 Weak KAM solutions of dominant Hamiltonians
and convergence
In this section, we provide some basic information about the weak KAM solution of the
dominant system.
In section 5.1, we give an overview on the relevant weak KAM theory. Recall that
in section 4.2, we derive the relation between the slow Lagrangian and the strong
Lagrangian. In section 5.2, we obtain a compactness result for the strong component of
a minimizing curve. In section 5.3 to 5.5, we prove Theorem 2.4 with some technical
statements deferred to section 7.
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5.1 Weak KAM solutions of Tonelli Lagrangian
For an extensive exposition of the topic, we refer to [Fat08].
Tonelli Lagrangian. The Lagrangian function L “ Lpϕ, vq : Td ˆ Rd Ñ R is called
Tonelli if it satisfies the following conditions.
1. (smoothness) L is Cr with r ě 2.
2. (fiber convexity) B2vvL is strictly positive definite.
3. (superlinearity) lim}v}Ñ8 |Lpx, vq|{}v} “ 8.
The Lagrangians considered in this paper are Tonelli.
Minimizers. An absolutely continuous curve γ : ra, bs Ñ Td is called minimizing for the
Tonelli Lagrangian L if ż b
a
Lpγ, 9γqdt “ min
ξ
ż b
a
Lpξ, 9ξqdt,
where the minimization is over all absolutely continuous curves ξ : ra, bs Ñ Td with
b ą a, such that ξpaq “ γpaq, ξpbq “ γpbq. The functional
Apγq “
ż b
a
Lpγ, 9γqdt
is called the action functional. The curve γ is called an extremal if it is a critical point
of the action functional. A minimizer is extremal, and it satisfies the Euler-Lagrange
equation
d
dt
pBvLpγ, 9γqq “ BϕLpγ, 9γq.
Tonelli Theorem and a priori compactness. By the Tonelli Theorem (c.f [Fat08],
Corollary 3.3.1), for any ra, bs Ă R with b ą a, ϕ, ψ P Td, there always exists a Cr
minimizer. Moreover, there exists D ą 0 depending only on a lower bound of b´ a such
that } 9γ} ď D ([Fat08] Corollary 4.3.2). This property is called the a priori compactness.
The alpha function and minimal measures. A measure µ on Td ˆ Rd is called a closed
measure (see [Sor10], Remark 4.40) if for all f P C1pTdq,ż
dfpϕq ¨ v dµpϕ, vq “ 0.
This notion is equivalent to the more well known notion of holonomic measure defined
by Mañe ([Mañ97]).
For c P H1pTd,Rq » Rd, the alpha function
αLpcq “ ´ inf
ν
ż
pLpϕ, vq ´ c ¨ vqdνpϕ, vq,
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where the minimization is over all closed Borel probability measures. When L “ LH
we also use the notation αHpcq. A measure µ is called a c´minimizing if it reaches
the infimum above. A minimizing measure always exists, and is invariant under the
Euler-Lagrange flow (c.f [Mañ97; Ber08]). Hence this definition of the alpha function
is equivalent to the one given in section 2.5, where the minimization is over invariant
probability measures.
Rotation number and the beta function. The rotation number ρ of a closed measure µ is
defined by the relationż
pc ¨ vqdµpϕ, vq “ c ¨ ρ, for all c P H1pTd,Rq.
For h P H1pTd,Rq » Rd, the beta function is
βLphq “ inf
ρpνq“h
ż
Lpϕ, vqdνpϕ, vq.
When L “ LH we use the notation βHphq. The alpha function and beta function are
Legendre duals:
βLphq “ sup
cPRd
tc ¨ h´ αLpcqu.
The Legendre-Fenichel transform. Define the Legendre-Fenichel transform associated to
the beta function
LFβ : H1pTd,Rq Ñ
the collection of nonempty, compact convex subsets of H1pTd,Rq, (5.1)
defined by
LFβphq “ tc P H1pTn,Rq : βLphq ` αLpcq “ c ¨ hu.
Domination and calibration. For α P R, a function u : Td Ñ R is dominated by L` α
if for all ra, bs Ă R and piecewise C1 curves γ : r0, T s Ñ Td, we have
upγpbqq ´ upγpaqq ď
ż b
a
Lpγ, 9γqdt` αpb´ aq.
A piecewise C1 curve γ : I Ñ R defined on an interval I Ă R is called pu, L, αq-calibrated
if for any ra, bs Ă I,
upγpbqq ´ upγpaqq “
ż b
a
Lpγ, 9γqdt` αpb´ aq.
Weak KAM solutions. A function u : Td Ñ R is called a weak KAM solution of L if
there exists α P R such that the following hold.
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1. u is dominated by L` α.
2. For all ϕ P Td, there exists a pu, L, αq-calibrated curve γ : p´8, 0s Ñ Td with
γp0q “ ϕ.
This definition of the weak KAM solution is equivalent to the one given in section 2.5
(see [Fat08], Proposition 4.4.8), and the constant α “ αLp0q, where αL is the alpha
function.
Peierls’ barrier. For T ą 0, we define the function hTL : Td ˆ Td Ñ R by
hTLpϕ, ψq “ min
γp0q“ϕ,γpT q“ψ
ż T
0
pLpγ, 9γq ` αLqdt.
Peierls’ barrier is hLpϕ, ψq “ limTÑ8 hTLpϕ, ψq. The limit exists, and the function hL is
Lipschitz in both variables. Denote hL,c “ hL´c¨v.
Mather, Aubry and Mañe sets. These sets are defined by Mather (see [Mat93]). Here
we only introduce the projected version. Define the projected Aubry and Mañe sets as
ALpcq “ tx P Td : hL,cpx, xq “ 0u,
NLpcq “
"
y P Td : min
x,zPALpcq
phL,cpx, yq ` hL,cpy, zq ´ hL,cpx, zqq “ 0
*
.
The Mather set is M˜Lpcq “ Ťµ supppµq is the closure of the support of all c´minimal
measures. Its projection piM˜pcq “Mpcq onto Td is called the projected Mather set.
Then
MLpcq Ă ALpcq Ă NLpcq.
When L “ LH we also use the subscript H to identify these sets.
Static classes. For any ϕ, ψ P ALpcq, Mather defined the following equivalence relation:
ϕ „ ψ if hL,cpϕ, ψq ` hL,cpψ, ϕq “ 0.
The equivalence classes defined by this equivalence condition are called the static classes.
The static classes are linked to the family of weak KAM solutions, in particular, if there
is only one static class, then the weak KAM solution is unique up to a constant.
In this section, we provide a few useful estimates in weak KAM theory, and prove
Theorem 2.4. In section 5.2, we prove a projected version of the a priori compactness
property. We then introduce an approximate version of Lipschitz property and use it
to prove Theorem 2.4.
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5.2 Minimizers of strong and slow Lagrangians, their a priori
compactness
We prove a version of the a priori compactness theorem for the strong component.
Proposition 5.1. Fix Bst, κ ą 1. For any R ą 0, there exists M “ MpBst, Q,R, κq
such that the following hold. For any
pBwk, p, U st,Uwkq P Ωm,dκ,q pBstq X t}U st}C2 ď Ru and Ls “ LHspBst,Bwk,p,Ust,Uwkq,
let T ě 12 , c “ pcst, cwkq P Rm ˆ Rd´m and γ “ pγst, γwkq : r0, T s Ñ Td be a minimizer
of Ls ´ c ¨ v. Then for c¯ “ cst ` A´1Bcwk, we have
} 9γst ´ Ac¯} ďM.
We first state a lemma on the strong component of the action and relate minimizers
of the slow system with those of the strong one.
Lemma 5.2. In the notations of Proposition 5.1 for T ě 12 and c P Rd, let γ “pγst, γwkq : r0, T s Ñ Td be a minimizer for the lagrangian Ls ´ c ¨ v. Thenż T
0
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vstqpγst, 9γstqdt ď min
ζ
ż T
0
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vstqpζ, 9ζqdt` 2T }Uwk}C0 ,
where the minimization is over all absolutely continuous ζ : r0, T s Ñ Tm with ζp0q “
γstp0q, ζpT q “ γstpT q.
Proof. Let γst0 : r0, T s Ñ Tm be such thatż T
0
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vstqpγst0 , 9γst0 qdt “ min
ζ
ż T
0
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vstqpζ, 9ζqdt
with ζp0q “ γstp0q, ζpT q “ γstpT q. Define γ0 “ pγst0 , γwk0 q : r0, T s Ñ Td, by
γwk0 ptq “ γwkptq ´ A´1Bγstptq ` A´1Bγst0 ptq.
Note that
γwk0 p0q “ γwkp0q, γwk0 pT q “ γwkpT q, 9γwk0 ´ A´1B 9γst0 “ 9γwk ´ A´1B 9γst. (5.2)
Using (4.6) and (5.4), we have
Ls ´ c ¨ v ` 12c
wk ¨ C˜´1cwk “ Lst ´ c¯ ¨ vst
` 12pv
wk ´BTA´1vst ´ C˜wkq ¨ C˜pvwk ´BTA´1vst ´ C˜wkq ` Uwk (5.3)
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Since γ is a minimizer for Ls ´ c ¨ v,ż T
0
pLs ´ c ¨ vqpγ, 9γqdt ď
ż T
0
pLs ´ c ¨ vqpγ0, 9γ0qdt.
By (5.3), we haveż T
0
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vstqpγst, 9γstqdt`
ż T
0
Uwkpγptqqdt
` 12p 9γ
wk ´BTA´1 9γst ´ C˜wkq ¨ C˜p 9γwk ´BTA´1 9γst ´ C˜wkq
ď
ż T
0
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vstqpγst0 , 9γst0 qdt`
ż T
0
Uwkpγ0ptqqdt
` 12p 9γ
wk
0 ´BTA´1 9γst0 ´ C˜wkq ¨ C˜p 9γwk0 ´BTA´1 9γst0 ´ C˜wkq.
By (5.2), the second and fourth line of the above inequality cancels, thereforeż T
0
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vstqpγst, 9γstqdt ď
ż T
0
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vstqpγst0 , 9γst0 qdt` 2T }Uwk}C0 .
Proof of Proposition 5.1. First, observe that any segments of a minimizer is still a
minimizer. By dividing the interval r0, T s into subintervals, it suffice to prove our
proposition for T P r12 , 1q.
We first produce an upper bound for
min
ζ
ż T
0
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vst ` 12 c¯ ¨ Ac¯qpζ,
9ζqdt.
By completing the squares as in Lemma 4.2, we have
Lst ´ c¯ ¨ vst ` 12 c¯ ¨ Ac¯ “
1
2pv
st ´ Ac¯q ¨ A´1pvst ´ Ac¯q ` U stpϕstq. (5.4)
We then take
ζ0ptq “ γstp0q ` tAc¯` t
T
y
where y P r0, 1qd is such that ζ0p0q ` TAc¯ ` y “ γstpT q mod Zm. We then have
9ζ0 ´ Ac¯ “ 1T y, soż T
0
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vst ` 12 c¯ ¨ Ac¯qpζ0,
9ζ0qdt ď 12T }A
´1}}y}2 ` T }U st}C0 ď d}A´1} ` }U st}C0
using T P r0, 1q and }y}2 ď d.
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Using Lemma 5.2, and adding 12 c¯ ¨ Ac¯ to the Lagrangian to both sides, we obtainż T
0
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vst ` 12 c¯ ¨ Ac¯qpγ
st, 9γstqdt ď 2T }Uwk} ` d}A´1} ` }U st}C0
ď d}A´1} ` }U st}C0 ` 2}Uwk}C0
since T P r12 , 1q.
We now use the above formula get an L2 estimate on p 9γst´Ac¯q and use the Poincaré
estimate to conclude. Using the above formula and (5.4), we haveż T
0
p 9γst ´ Ac¯q ¨ A´1p 9γst ´ Ac¯qdt ď d}A´1} ` 2}U st}C0 ` 2}Uwk}C0 .
Using the fact that A´1 is strictly positive definite, we get
} 9γst ´ Ac¯}L2 ď }A}pd}A´1} ` 2}U st}C0 ` 2}Uwk}C0q “: M1.
Then ›››› 1T
ż T
0
p 9γst ´ Ac¯q dt
››››2 ď 1T 2
ż T
0
} 9γst ´ Ac¯}2 dt ď 4M1. (5.5)
Moreover, from Lemma 4.3,
}:γst} ďM2pBst, Q, κ, q, Rq.
The Poincaré estimate gives, for some uniform constant D ą 0,››››p 9γst ´ Ac¯q ´ 1T
ż T
0
p 9γst ´ Ac¯qdt
››››
L8
ď }:γst}L8 ď DM2.
Combine with (5.5) and we conclude the proof.
5.3 Approximate Lipschitz property of weak KAM solutions
The weak KAM solutions of the slow Hamiltonian is Lipshitz, however, it is not clear
if the Lipschitz constant is bounded as µpBwkq Ñ 8. To get uniform estimates, we
consider the following weaker notion.
Definition. For D, δ ą 0, a function u : Rd Ñ R is called pD, δq approximately
Lipschitz if
|upxq ´ upyq| ď D}x´ y} ` δ, x, y P Rd.
For u : Td Ñ R, the approximate Lipschitz property is defined by its lift to Rd.
In Proposition 5.3 and 5.4 we state the approximate Lipschitz property of a weak
KAM solution in weak and strong angles.
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Proposition 5.3. Fix Bst, κ ą 1. Assume that q ą 2pd´mq. For R ą 0, there exists
a constant M “MpBst, Q, κ, q, Rq ą 0, such that for all
pBwk, p, U st,Uwkq P Ωm,dκ,q pBstq X t}U st} ď Ru,
and
δpBwkq “MµpBwkq´p q2´d`mq,
let u “ upϕst, ϕwkq : Tm ˆ Td´m Ñ R be a weak KAM solution of
LHspBst,Bwk, p, U st,Uwkq ´ c ¨ v.
Then for all ϕst P Tm, the function upϕst, ¨q is pδ, δq approximately Lipschitz.
Proposition 5.4. There exists a constant M 1 “M 1pBst, Q, κ, q, Rq ą 0, let δ1pBwkq “
M 1pµpBwkqq´p q2´d`mq, and u be the weak KAM solution described in Proposition 5.3.
Then for all ϕwk P Td´m, the function up¨, ϕwkq is pM 1, δ1q approximately Lipschitz.
The proof of these statements are deferred to section 7.
5.4 The alpha function and rotation number estimate
In this section we provide a few useful estimates in weak KAM theory and prove
Theorem 2.4 using Propositions 5.3 and 5.4. Recall that the notations c “ pcst, cwkq, c¯ “
cst ` A´1Bcwk.
Proposition 5.5. We haveˇˇˇˇ
αHspcq ´ αHstpc¯q ` 12pC˜c
wkq ¨ cwk
ˇˇˇˇ
ď }Uwk}C0 ,
Proof. Let µ be a minimal measure for Ls ´ c ¨ v. Let pi denote the natural projection
from pϕst, ϕwk, vst, vwkq to pϕst, vstq. By Lemma 4.2 we have
´ αHspcq “
ż
pLs ´ c ¨ vqdµ
“
ż
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vstqdµ ˝ pi ´ 12c
wk ¨ C˜cwk
`
ż ˆ1
2pw
wk ´ C˜cwkq ¨ C˜´1pwwk ´ C˜cwkq ` Uwk
˙
dµ
ě ´αHstpc¯q ´ }Uwk}C0 ´ 12c
wk ¨ C˜cwk.
(5.6)
On the other hand, let µst be an ergodic minimal measure for Lst ´ c¯ ¨ vst. For an
Lst´Euler-Lagrange orbit ϕstptq in the support of µst, and any ϕwk0 P Td´m, define
ϕwkptq “ ϕwk0 `BTA´1ϕstptq ` C˜cwkt, t P R (5.7)
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and write γ “ pγst, γwkq. We take a weak-˚ limit point µs of the probability measures
1
T
pγ, 9γq|r0,T s as T Ñ `8. Then µs is a closed measure (see section 5.1).
Since on the support of µs, vwk ´BTA´1vst ´ C˜cwk “ 0, we have
´ αHspcq ď
ż
pLs ´ c ¨ vqdµs
“
ż
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vstqdµst `
ż
Uwkdµ´ 12C˜c
wk ¨ cwk
ď ´αHstpc¯q ` }U}C0 ´ 12C˜c
wk ¨ cwk.
The following proposition establishes relations between rotation numbers of minimal
measures of the slow and strong systems.
Proposition 5.6. Let µs be an ergodic minimal measure of Ls´ c ¨ v, and let pρst, ρwkq
denote its rotation number. Then
0 ď 12pC˜pρ
wk ´BTA´1ρst ´ C˜cwkqq ¨ pρwk ´BTA´1ρst ´ C˜cwkq ď }Uwk}C0
and
0 ď αHstpc¯q ` βHstpρstq ´ c¯ ¨ ρst ď }Uwk}C0 .
Proof. Using (5.6) and the conclusion of Proposition 5.5, we have
}Uwk}C0 ě
ż
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vst ` αHstpc¯qqdµs ˝ pi
`
ż 1
2pC˜
´1pw ´ C˜cwkqq ¨ pw ´ C˜cwkqdµs ˝ pi. (5.8)
Note the first of the two integrals is non-negative by definition, we obtain
0 ď
ż 1
2pw
wk ´ C˜cwkq ¨ C˜´1pwwk ´ C˜cwkqdµs ď }Uwk}C0 .
Denote w¯wk :“ şwwkdµs “ ρwk ´ BTA´1ρst, and rewrite the left hand side of the last
formula as
1
2pC˜
´1pw¯wk ´ C˜cwkqq ¨ pw¯wk ´ C˜cwkq `
ż
C˜´1pw¯wk ´ C˜cwkq ¨ pwwk ´ w¯qdµs
` 12
ż
pC˜´1pwwk ´ w¯wkqq ¨ pwwk ´ w¯wkqdµs.
Note that the second term vanishes and the third term is non-negative. Therefore
1
2pC˜
´1pw¯wk ´ C˜cwkqq ¨ pw¯wk ´ C˜cwkq ď }Uwk}C0
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which is the first conclusion.
For the second conclusion, using (5.8), we get
}Uwk}C0 ě
ż
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vst ` αHstpc¯qqdµ ˝ pi “
ż
Lstdµ ˝ pi ´ c¯ ¨ ρst ` αHstpc¯q.
Using
ş
Lstdµ ˝ pi ě βHstpρstq we get the upper bound of the second conclusion. The
lower bound holds by definition.
5.5 Convergence of weak KAM solutions
We now prove Theorem 2.4. Fix Bst and κ ą 1.
Let pBwki , pi, U sti ,Uwki q P Ωm,dκ,q pBstq and ci “ pcsti , cwki q be a sequence satisfying the
assumption of the theorem, namely µpBwki q Ñ 8, pi Ñ p0, U sti Ñ U st0 in C2, and
cst ` A´1i Bicwki Ñ c¯.
Item 1. Let ui be the weak KAM solution to Lsi “ LHspBst,Bwki ,pi,Usti ,Uwki q ´ ci ¨ v. We
first show the sequence tuiu is equi-continuous.
Let M˚ be a constant larger than the constants in both Proposition 5.3 and 5.4.
Using both propositions, for any ϕ “ pϕst, ϕwkq, ψ “ pψst, ψwkq,
|uipϕst, ϕwkq ´ uipψst, ψwkq| ďM˚}ϕst ´ ψst} ` δi}ϕwk ´ ψwk} ` 2δi,
where δi “M˚pµpBwki qq´ q2´d`m.
Since δi Ñ 0 as i Ñ 8, for any 0 ă ε ă 1 there exists M ą 0 such that for all
i ąM , 3δi ă ε2 . It follows that if }ϕ´ ψ} ă ε2D ă 1, then
|uipϕst, ϕwkq ´ uipψst, ψwkq| ă ε.
Since tuiuiďM is a finite family, it is equi-continuous. In particular, there exist σ ą 0
such that
|uipϕq ´ upψq| ă ε, if 1 ď i ďM, }ϕ´ ψ} ă σ.
This proves equi-continuity. Moreover, since ui are all periodic, ui ´ uip0q are equi-
bounded, therefore Ascoli’s theorem applies and the sequence is pre-compact in uniform
norm.
Item 2. Let u be any accumulation point of ui ´ uip0q, without loss of generality,
we assume ui ´ uip0q converges to u uniformly. Proposition 5.3 implies that
lim
iÑ8 supϕst
pmax uipϕst, ¨q ´min
i
uipϕst, ¨qq ď 2 lim
iÑ8 δi “ 0,
therefore u is independent of ϕwk.
Item 3. From item 2, there exists ustpϕstq “ limiÑ8 uipϕst, ϕwkq. We show ust is a
weak KAM solution of Lst0 ´ c¯ ¨ vst “ LHstpp0,Ust0 q ´ c¯ ¨ vst. Denote Lsti “ LHstppi,Usti q, we
have Lsti Ñ Lst0 in C2.
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We first show that ust is dominated by Lst0 ´ c¯ ¨ vst. Let ξst : r0, T s Ñ Tm be an
extremal curve of Lst0 . In the same way as (5.7) in the proof of Proposition 5.5, we
define ξi “ pξsti , ξwki q : ra, bs Ñ Tm such that ξsti paq “ ξstpaq, ξsti pbq “ ξstpbq and
9ξsti ´ BTi A´1i 9ξ ´ C˜cwki “ 0. Since for c¯i “ csti ` A´1i Bicwki , ui are dominated by
Lsi ´ ci ¨ v ` αHsi pciq, we have
uipξipbqq ´ uipξipaqq ď
ż b
a
pLsi ´ ci ¨ vs ` αHsi pciqqpξi, 9ξiqdt
“
ż b
a
pLsti ´ c¯i ¨ vstqpξsti , 9ξsti qdt`
ż b
a
pUwki pξiq ` αHsi pciq ´
1
2C˜ic
wk
i ¨ cwki qdt,
where the equality is due to 9ξsti ´BTi A´1i 9ξi´C˜cwki “ 0. Using the fact that }Uwki }C0 Ñ 0,
Lsti Ñ Lst0 , and from Proposition 5.5, αHsi ´ 12C˜icwki ¨ cwki Ñ αHstpc¯q as iÑ 8, we get
ustpξstpbqq ´ ustpξstpaqq ď
ż b
a
pLst0 ´ c¯ ¨ vst ` αHstpc¯qqdt. (5.9)
Therefore ust is dominated by Lst0 ´ c¯ ¨ vst.
Secondly, we show that for any ϕst P Tm, there exists a pust, Lst0 , c¯q-calibrated curve
γst : p´8, 0s Ñ Tm with γstp0q “ ϕst. Because ui are weak KAM solutions, for each
i there exists a pui, Lsi ´ ci ¨ v, αpHsi qq-calibrated curve γi “ pγsti , γwki q : p´8, 0s Ñ Td.
By Proposition 5.1, all γsti are uniformly Lipschitz, so there exists a subsequence that
converges in C1locpp´8, 0s,Tdq. Assume without loss of generality that γsti Ñ γst, since
γi “ pγsti , γwki q is extremal for Lsi , we have
:γsti “ ddtpAiI
st `BiIwkq “ AiBϕstU sti `BiBϕstUwki .
By our assumption, as iÑ 8, Ai Ñ A :“ B2vstvstLst0 , and by Lemma 4.3 }Bi}}Uwki }C2 Ñ 0,
we have
:γst “ ABϕstU stpγstq, (5.10)
which is the Euler-Lagrange equation for Lst0 .
On the other hand, since γi are pui, Lsi ´ ci ¨ v, αpHsi qq calibrated, for any ra, bs Ă
p´8, 0s,
uipγipbqq ´ uipγipaqq “
ż b
a
pLsi ´ ci ¨ vs ` αHsi pciqqpγi, 9γiqdt
ě
ż b
a
pLst ´ c¯i ¨ vstqpγsti , 9γsti qdt`
ż b
a
pUwki ` αHsi pciq ´
1
2C˜ic
wk
i ¨ cwki qpγi, 9γiqdt
Take limit again to get
ustpγstpbqq ´ ustpγstpaqq ě
ż b
a
pLst0 ´ c¯ ¨ vst ` αHstpc¯qqpγst, 9γstqdt.
Because γst is an Lst extremal curve (see (5.10)), (5.9) hold for γst. Combining with
last displayed formula, (5.9) becomes an equality. Then γst is a calibrated curve for
Lst ´ c¯ ¨ vst ` αHstpc¯q, and ust is a weak KAM solution.
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6 The Mañe and the Aubry sets and the barrier
function
We prove the following result.
Proposition 6.1. Fix Bst and κ ą 1. Assume that pBwki , pi, U sti ,Uwki q satisfies the as-
sumptions of Theorem 2.4. Denote Hsi “ Hsi pBst,Bwki , pi, U sti ,Uwki q, Hst0 “ Hstpp0, U st0 q,
Lsi “ LHsi and Lst0 “ LHst0 .
1. Any limit point of ϕi P NHsi pciq is contained in NHst0 pc¯q ˆ Td´m.
2. If AHst0 pc¯q contains only finitely many static classes, then any limit point of
ϕi P AHsi pciq is contained in AHst0 pc¯q ˆ Td´m.
3. Assume that AHstpc¯q contains only one static class. Let ϕi “ pϕsti , ϕwki q P AHsi pciq
be such that ϕsti Ñ ϕst P AHst0 pc¯q. Then for any ψ “ pψst, ψwkq P Td,
lim
iÑ8hL
s
i ,ci
pϕ, ψq “ hLst0 ,c¯pϕst, ψstq.
4. Let pρsti , ρwki q be the rotation number of any ci´minimal measure of Lsi . Then we
have
lim
iÑ8pρ
wk
i ´BTi A´1i ρsti ´ C˜icwki q “ 0,
and any accumulation point ρ of ρsti is contained in the set BαHstpc¯q.
The proof of item 2 requires additional discussion and is presented in Section 6.2.
In Section 6.1 we prove item 1, 3 and 4.
6.1 The Mañe set and barrier function
We first state an alternate definition of the Aubry and Mañe sets due to Fathi (see also
[Ber08]). Let u be a weak KAM solution for the Lagrangian L. We define GpL, uq to
be the set of points pϕ, vq P Td ˆRd such that there exists a pu, L, αLq-calibrated curve
γ : p´8, 0s Ñ Td, such that pϕ, vq “ pγp0q, 9γp0qq. Let φt denote the Euler-Lagrange
flow of L, then
I˜pL, uq “
č
tď0
φtpGpL, uqq, A˜L “
č
u
I˜pL, uq, N˜L “
ď
u
I˜pL, uq, (6.1)
where the union and intersection are over all weak KAM solutions of L. The Aubry set
and Mañe set of c P H1pTd,Rq is defined as
A˜Lpcq “ A˜L´c¨v, N˜Lpcq “ N˜L´c¨v.
The projected Aubry and Mañe sets are the projection of these sets to Td.
We now turn to the setting of Proposition 6.1. Let Lsi , Lst0 , ci, c¯ be as in the
assumption. The strategy of the proof is similar to the one in [Ber10].
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Lemma 6.2. Let ui be a weak KAM solution of Lsi ´ ci ¨ v. Assume that ϕ˜i “ pϕi, viq P
I˜pLsi ´ ci ¨ v, uiq satisfies ϕ˜i Ñ ϕ˜ “ pϕ, vq “ pϕst, ϕwk, vst, vwkq, and uipϕst, ϕwkq Ñ
ustpϕstq. Then
pϕst, vstq P I˜pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vst, ustq.
Proof. We first show that pϕi, viq P GpLsi ´ci ¨v, uiq implies pϕst, vstq P GpLst´ c¯ ¨vst, ustq.
Indeed, there exists γi : p´8, 0s Ñ Td, each pui, Lsi ´ ci ¨ v, αLsi pciqq-calibrated, withpγi, 9γiqp0q “ pϕ, vq. We follow the same line as proof of item 3 in Theorem 2.4
(section 5), then by restricting to a subsequence, γsti converges in C1locpp´8, 0s,Tdq to a
pust, Lst0 ´ c¯ ¨ vst, αHst0 pc¯qq-calibrated curve γst. In particular pγsti , 9γsti q Ñ pγst, 9γstq, which
implies pϕst, vstq P GpLst ´ c¯ ¨ vst, ustq.
Let φit denote the Euler-Lagrange flow of Lsi , and φstt the flow for Lst. Let pi denote
the projection to the strong components pϕst, vstq, then from Lemma 4.3 piφit Ñ φstt
uniformly. As a result for a fixed T ą 0 and pϕi, viq P I˜pLsti ´ ci ¨ v, uiq, we have
pϕi, viq “ pϕsti , ϕwki , vsti , vwki q P φi´T
`GpLsi ´ ci ¨ v, uiq˘ ,
hence pϕsti , vsti q Ñ pϕst, vstq P ϕst´T
`GpLst ´ c¯ ¨ vst, ustq˘. Since T ą 0 is arbitrary, we
obtain pϕst, vstq P I˜pLst0 ´ c¯ ¨ vst, ustq.
Proof of Proposition 6.1, part I. We first prove item 1. Suppose ϕ˜i P N˜Hsi pciq, then
there exists weak KAM solutions ui of Lsi ´ ci ¨ v, such that pϕi, viq P I˜pLsi ´ ci ¨ v, uiq.
By Theorem 2.4, after restricting to a subsequence, we have uipϕst, ϕwkq Ñ ustpϕstq. By
Lemma 6.2, pϕsti , vsti q Ñ pϕst, vstq implies pϕst, vstq P I˜pLst0 ´ c¯ ¨ vst, ustq Ă N˜Hst0 pc¯q.
For item 3, suppose ϕi “ pϕsti , ϕwki q P AHsi pciq satisfies ϕsti Ñ ϕst P AHst0 pc¯q. Then
hLsi ,cipϕi, ¨q is a weak KAM solution of Lsi ´ c ¨ v (see [Fat08], Theorem 5.3.6). By
Theorem 2.4, by restricting to a subsequence, there exists a weak KAM solution ust of
Lst0 ´ c¯ ¨ vst such that
lim
iÑ8hL
s
i ,ci
pϕi, ψst, ψwkq ´ hLsi ,cipϕi, 0, 0q “ ustpψstq.
We may further assume that hLsi ,cipϕi, 0, 0q Ñ C P R. Since AHst0 pc¯q has only one static
class, there exists a constant C1 ą 0 such that
ustpψstq ` C1 “ hLst,c¯pϕst, ψstq.
Using the fact that ϕi P AHsi pciq, we get hLsi ,cipϕi, ϕiq “ 0. Taking the limit,
ustpϕstq “ ´C1 “ hLst,c¯pϕst, ϕstq ´ C “ ´C.
Therefore
lim
iÑ8hL
s
i ,ci
pϕsti , ϕwki , ψst, ψwkq “ hLst,c¯pϕst, ψstq.
Item 4: Let ρi “ pρsti , ρwki q be the rotation number of minimal measures of Lsi ´ ci ¨ v,
then from Proposition 5.6,
lim
iÑ8 ρ
wk
i ´BTi A´1i ρsti ´ C˜icwki “ 0.
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Moreover, assume that ρsti Ñ ρst P Rm, then by taking limit in the second conclusion of
Proposition 5.6, we get
αHst0 pc¯q ` βHst0 pρstq ´ c¯ ¨ ρst “ 0,
using Fenchel duality, ρst is a subdifferential of the convex function αHst0 at c¯.
6.2 Semi-continuity of the Aubry set
Our strategy of the proof mostly follow [Ber10].
Given a compact metric space X , a semi-flow φt on X , and ε, T ą 0, an pε, T q´chain
consists of x0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xN P X and T0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , TN´1 ě T , such that dpφTixi, xi`1q ă ε. We say
that xCXy if for any ε, T ą 0, there exists an pε, T q´chain with x0 “ x and xN “ y.
The relation CX is called the chain transitive relation (see [Con88]).
The family of maps φ¯t “ φt defines a semi-flow on the set GpL´ c ¨ v, uq, and
therefore defines a chain transitive relation. Given ϕ, ψ P Td and a weak KAM solution
u of L ´ c ¨ v, we say that ϕCuψ if there exists ϕ˜ “ pϕ, vq, ψ˜ “ pψ,wq P Td ˆ Rd such
that
ϕ˜CX ψ˜, where X “ GpL´ c ¨ v, uq.
Item 1 in the following Proposition is due to Mañe, and item 2 is due to Mather.
The version presented here is contained in [Ber10].
Proposition 6.3. Let L be a Tonelli Lagrangian, then:
1. Let ϕ P ALpcq and u be a weak KAM solution of L´ c ¨ v, we have ϕCuϕ.
2. Suppose ALpcq has only finitely many static classes, and there exists a weak KAM
solution u such that ϕCuϕ. Then ϕ P ALpcq.
Proposition 6.3 implies that, when ALpcq has finitely many static classes, the Aubry
set coincides with the set tϕ : ϕCuϕu. We will prove semi-continuity for this set.
Definition. Let X be a compact metric space with a semi-flow φt. A family of piecewise
continuous curves xi : r0, Tis Ñ X is said to accumulate locally uniformly to pX , φtq if
for any sequence Si P r0, Tis, the curves xipt` Siq has a subsequence which converges
uniformly on compact sets to a trajectory of φt.
Lemma 6.4. [Ber10] Suppose xi : r0, Tis Ñ X accumulates locally uniformly to pX,φtq,
xip0q Ñ x and xipTiq Ñ y, then xCXy.
Proof of Proposition 6.1, part II. We prove item 2. Let ϕi “ pϕsti , ϕwki q P AHsi pciq and
ϕsti Ñ ϕst, we show that ϕst P AHst0 pc¯q. According to Proposition 6.3, ϕiCuϕi. Let ϕ˜i
be the unique point in A˜Hsi pciq projecting to ϕi, then there exists weak KAM solutions
ui of Lsi ´ ci ¨ v, such that ϕ˜iCϕ˜i in GpLsi ´ ci ¨ v, uiq. Fix εi Ñ 0 and Mi Ñ 8, then for
each i, there exists
Ti,1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă Ti,Ni , Ti,j`1 ´ Ti,j ąMi,
and a piecewise C1 curve γi “ pγsti , γwki q : r0, Tis Ñ Td, satisfying
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1. γi|pTi,j, Ti,j`1q satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation of Lsi ;
2.
d
`ppγipTi,j´q, 9γipTi,j´qq, ppγipTi,j`q, 9γipTi,j`qq˘ ă εi.
Using Lemma 4.3, the projection of the Euler-Lagrange flow of Lsi to pϕst, vstq converges
uniformly over compact interval to the Euler-Lagrange flow of Lst0 . This, combined with
item 2 and Lemma 6.2, implies that pγsti , 9γsti q accumulates locally uniformly to
pGpLst0 ´ c¯ ¨ vst, ustq, φst´tq
where φstt is the Euler-Lagrange flow of Lst0 . Therefore ϕsti Ñ ϕst impies ϕstCuϕst. Using
Proposition 6.3 again, we get ϕst P AHst0 pc¯q.
7 Technical estimates on weak KAM solutions
In this section we prove Proposition 5.3 and 5.4. For pBwk, p, U st,Uwkq P Ωm,dκ,q pBstq X
t}U st} ď Ru, recall the notations Hs “ HspBst,Bwk, p, U st,Uwkq, Hst “ Hstpp, U stq,
Ls “ LHs , Lst “ LHst .
7.1 Approximate Lipschitz property in the strong component
In this section we show that Proposition 5.3 implies Proposition 5.4. Proposition 5.3 is
proven in the next two sections.
We first state a lemma of action comparison between an extremal curve and its
“linear drift”.
Lemma 7.1. Let L : TdˆRd Ñ R be a Tonelli Hamiltonian, T ě 1, and γ : r0, T s Ñ Td
be an extremal curve. Then for any 1 ď i ď d, h ą 0, and a unit vector f P Rd,ż T
0
Lpγ ` th
T
f, 9γ ` h
T
fqdt´
ż T
0
Lpγ, 9γqdt
ď pBvLpγpT q, 9γpT qq ¨ fqh`
ˆ
}f ¨ pB2vvLqf} 1T ` }f ¨ pB
2
ϕvLqf} ` T }f ¨ pB2ϕϕLqf}
˙
h2.
Proof. We compute
Lpγ ` th
T
f, 9γq ´ Lpγ, 9γ ` h
T
fq ď BϕLpγ, 9γq ¨ th
T
f ` BvLpγ, 9γq h
T
f
}f ¨ pB2vvLqf} h
2
T 2
` }f ¨ pB2ϕvLqf}th
2
T 2
` }f ¨ pB2ϕϕLqf}t
2h2
T 2
.
It follows from the Euler-Lagrange equation that
BϕLpγ, 9γq ¨ th
T
` BvLpγ, 9γq h
T
“ d
dt
ˆ
BvLth
T
˙
,
and our estimate follows from direct integration.
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The following lemma establishes a relation between “approximate semi concavity”
with approximate Lipschitz property.
Lemma 7.2. For D, δ ą 0, assume that u : Td Ñ R satisfies that for all ϕ P Td, there
exists l P Rd such that
upϕ` yq ´ upϕq ď l ¨ y `D}y}2 ` δ, y P Rd,
Then }l} ď ?dpD ` δq, and u is p2?dpD ` δq, δq approximately Lipschitz.
Proof. Assume that l “ pl1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ldq. For each 1 ď i ď d, we pick y “ ´ei li|li| , where ei is
the coordinate vector in ϕi. Then
0 “ upϕ` eiq ´ upϕq ď ´|li| `D ` δ,
so |li| ď D` δ. As a result }l} ď
?
dpD` δq. For any y P r0, 1sd, we have }y} ď ?d and
upϕ` yq ´ upϕq ď p?dpD ` δq `D}y}q}y} ` δ ă 2?dpD ` δq}y} ` δ.
Proof of Proposition 5.4. Since u is a weak KAM solution, for any ϕ P Td, let γ “
pγst, γwkq : p´8, 0s Ñ Td be a pu, Ls ´ c ¨ v, αHpcqq-calibrated curve with γp0q “ ϕ “
pϕst, ϕwkq. Then for any T ą 0
upϕq “ upγp´T qq `
ż 0
´T
pLs ´ c ¨ v ` αHspcqqpγ, 9γqdt.
Using (4.6), we get
upϕq “ upγp´T qq `
ż 0
´T
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vstqpγst, 9γstqdt` pαHspcq ´ 12c
wk ¨ C˜´1cwkqT
`
ż 0
´T
1
2p 9γ
wk ´BTA´1 9γst ´ C˜cwkq ¨ C˜´1p 9γwk ´BTA´1 9γst ´ C˜cwkq ` Uwkpγptqqdt.
(7.1)
We now produce an upper bound using a special test curve. Let γst0 : r´T, 0s Ñ Tm
be such that ż 0
´T
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vstqpγst0 , 9γst0 qdt “ min
ζ
ż 0
´T
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vstqpζ, 9ζqdt (7.2)
where the minimum is over all ζp´T q “ γstp´T q and ζp0q “ γstp0q.
We define ξ “ pξst, ξwkq : r´T, 0s Ñ Td as follows.
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1. For y P Rd,
ξstptq “ γst0 ptq ` T ` tT y.
The curve ξst is a linear drift over γst0 with h “ }y} and f “ y}y} (see Lemma 7.1).
2. Define
ξwkptq “ γwkp´T q `BTA´1pξstptq ´ γst0 p´T qq ` C˜cwkpT ` tq.
We note that ξwkp´T q “ γwkp´T q and
9ξwk0 ´BTA´1ξst ´ C˜cwk “ 0.
Using the fact that u is dominated by Ls ´ c ¨ v ` αHspcq, we have
upϕst ` y, ξwkp0qq ď upγp´T qq `
ż 0
´T
pLs ´ c ¨ v ` αHspcqqpξ, 9ξqdt
“ upγp´T qq `
ż 0
´T
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vstqpξst, 9ξstqdt
`
ż 0
´T
1
2p
9ξwk ´BTA´1 9ξst ´ C˜cwkq ¨ C˜´1p 9ξwk ´BTA´1 9ξst ´ C˜cwkqdt
` pαHspcq ´ 12c
wk ¨ C˜´1cwkqT `
ż 0
´T
Uwkpξqdt
and note that the third line in the above formula vanishes, using the definition of ξwk.
Combine with (7.1), we get
upϕst ` y, ξwkp0qq ´ upϕst, ϕwkq
ď
ż 0
´T
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vstqpξst, 9ξstqdt´
ż 0
´T
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vstqpγst, 9γstqdt` 2}Uwk}C0 .
From (7.2) we get
upϕst ` y, ξwkp0qq ´ upϕst, ϕwkq
ď
ż 0
´T
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vstqpξst, 9ξstqdt´
ż 0
´T
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vstqpγst0 , 9γst0 qdt` 2}Uwk}C0 .
Since γst0 is an extremal of Lst ´ c¯ ¨ vst, the linear drift lemma (Lemma 7.1) applies.
Noting that }B2vstvstLst} ď }A´1}, }B2ϕstϕstL} ď }U st}C2 ď R, and B2ϕstvstL “ 0. We obtain
from Lemma 7.1 thatż 0
´T
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vstqpξst, 9ξstqdt´
ż 0
´T
pLst ´ c¯ ¨ vstqpγst0 , 9γst0 qdt
ď l ¨ y ` p}A´1} ` }U st}C2q}y}2,
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where l “ BvLstpγst0 p0q, 9γst0 p0qq. Note that }A´1} ` }U st}C2 is a constant depending only
on Bst, Q,R.
We now invoke Proposition 5.3 to get
|upϕst ` y, ξwkp0qq ´ upϕst ` y, ϕwkq| ď δ|ξwkp0q ´ ϕwk| ` δ ď 2δ,
where δ “M1˚ µpBwkq´p q2 ´ d`mq for some M1˚ “M1˚ pBst, Q, κ, q, Rq. Combine all the
estimates, we get
upϕst ` y, ϕwkq ´ upϕst, ϕwkq ď l ¨ y ` p}A´1} ` }U st}C2q}y}2 ` 2δ ` 2}Uwk}.
We note that in Ωm,dκ,q we have }Uwk}C2 ď
řd´m
i“1 }Uwki }C2 ď pd ´mqκpµpBwkqq´q. We
may choose M2˚ “M2˚ pBst, Q, κ, q, Rq, such that
2δ ` 2}Uwk} ďM˚2 µpBwkqq´p
q
2´d`mq “: δ1.
We now apply Lemma 7.2 to get up¨, ϕwkq is
p2?dp}A´1} ` }U st}C2 ` δ1q, δ1q
approximately Lipschitz. DefineM 1 “ 2?dp}A´1}`}U st}C2`M2˚ q, and the Proposition
follows.
7.2 Finer decomposition of the slow Lagrangian
For the proof of Proposition 5.3, we need a finer decomposition of the Lagrangian Ls
which treat all ϕwki , 1 ď i ď d´m separately. First, we have the following linear algebra
identity. (The proof is direct calculation)
Lemma 7.3. Let S “
„
A B
BT C

be a nonsingular symmetric matrix in block form.
Then „
Id 0
´BTA´1 Id
 „
A B
BT C
 „
Id ´A´1B
0 Id

“
„
A 0
0 C˜

,
where C˜ “ C ´BTA´1B. In particular, C˜ is positive definite if S is.
We write Hspϕ, Iq “ KpIq ´ Upϕq “ KpIq ´ U stpϕstq ´ Uwkpϕq and S “ B2IIK. We
describe a coordinate change block diagonalizing B2IIK. Write S in the following block
form
S “
„
Xd´m yd´m
yTd´m zd´m

, Xd´m PMpd´1qˆpd´1q, yd´m P Rd´1, zd´m P R,
and for each 1 ď i ď d´m´ 1, further decompose each Xi`1 as
Xi`1 “
„
Xi yi
yTi zi

, Xi PMpm`i´1qˆpm`i´1q, yi P Rm`i´1, zi P R.
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Note that in this notation, X1 “ B2IstIstK “ A (see (2.5)).
Define, for 1 ď i ď d´m,
Ei “
»–Idm`i´1 ´X´1i yi 00 1 0
0 0 Idd´m´i
fifl ,
where Idi denote the iˆ i identity matrix. Then by Lemma 7.3
ETd´mSEd´m “„
Idd´1 0
´yTd´mX´1d´m 1
 „
Xd´m yd´m
yTd´m zd´m
 „
Idd´1 ´X´1d´myd´m
0 1

“
„
Xd´m 0
0 z˜d´m

,
where z˜d´m “ zd´m ´ yTd´mX´1d´myd´m. Moreover, for each 1 ď i ď d´m´ 1,„
Idm`i´1 0
´yTi X´1i 1

Xi`1
„
Idm`i´1 ´X´1i yi
0 1

“
„
Idm`i´1 0
´yTi X´1i 1
 „
Xi yi
yTi zi
 „
Idm`i´1 ´X´1i yi
0 1

“
„
Xi 0
0 z˜i

. (7.3)
Let
E “ Ed´m ¨ ¨ ¨E1 “
»—————–
Idm ´X´11 y1 ´X´12 y2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ´X´1d´myd´m1 1
. . .
1
fiffiffiffiffiffifl , (7.4)
then recursive computation yields
ETSE “ ET1 ¨ ¨ ¨ETd´mSEd´m ¨ ¨ ¨E1 “
»———–
X1
z˜1
. . .
z˜d´m
fiffiffiffifl “: S˜. (7.5)
We summarize the characterization of the Lagrangian in the following lemma. For
v “ pvst, vwk1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , vwkd´mq P Rm ˆ Rd, we define
tvu0 “ vst, tvui “ pvst, vwk1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , vwki q, 1 ď i ď d´m. (7.6)
Lemma 7.4. For v, c P Rd we denote w “ ETv and η “ E´1c, where E is defined in
(7.4). Explicitly, we have
w “
»———–
wst
wwk1
...
wwkd´m
fiffiffiffifl “
»———–
vst
vwk1 ´ yT1 X´11 tvu0...
vwkd´m ´ yTd´mX´1d´mtvud´m´1
fiffiffiffifl , (7.7)
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and
ηst “ cst ` A´1Bcwk, η “ pηst, ηwkq, c “ pcst, cwkq,
where A,B are defined in (2.5). Then we have
Lspϕ, vq ´ c ¨ v
“ Lstpϕst, vstq ´ ηst ¨ vst `
d´mÿ
i“1
ˆ
1
2 z˜
´1
i pwwki ´ z˜iηwki q2 ´ 12zipη
wk
i q2 ` Uwki pϕq
˙
. (7.8)
Remark. This is a finer version of Lemma 4.2. In particular, the strong component
Ls ´ ηst ¨ vst is identical to the Ls ´ c¯ ¨ vst defined in Lemma 4.2.
Proof. Formula (7.7) can be read directly from the definition (7.4) and w “ ETv. To
show ηst “ cst ` A´1Bcwk, we compute„
A 0
0 C˜
 „
ηst
ηwk

“ S˜η “ S˜E´1c “ ETSc “
„
Idm 0
˚ ˚
 „
A B
BT C
 „
cst
cwk

.
The first block of the above equation yields Aηst “ Acst ` Bcwk, hence ηst “ cst `
A´1Bcwk.
We now prove (7.8). We have
Lspϕ, vq ´ c ¨ v “ 12v
TS´1v ´ cTv ` U st ` Uwk
“ 12pE
TvqS˜´1pETvq ´ pE´1cqT pETvq ` U st ` Uwk
“
ˆ
1
2w
st ¨ A´1wst ´ ηst ¨ wst ` U st
˙
`
d´mÿ
i“1
ˆ
1
2 z˜
´1
i pwwki q2 ´ ηwki wwki ` Uwki
˙
.
In the above formula, the first group is equal to Lst´ηst ¨vst, noting wst “ vst. Moreover
1
2 z˜
´1
i pwwki q2 ´ ηwki wwki “ 12 z˜
´1
i pwwki ´ z˜iηwki q2 ´ 12 z˜ipη
wk
i q2, 1 ď i ď d´m,
and (7.8) follows.
We derive some useful estimates.
Lemma 7.5. There exists M˚ “M˚pBst, Q, κ, qq ą 1 such that, for
Ls “ LHspBwk, p, U st,U stq, pBwk, p, U st,U stq P Ωm,dκ,q ,
the following hold.
1. For each 1 ď i ď d´m, we have řd´mj“i }Uwkj }C2 ďM˚|kwki |´q.
2. For each 1 ď i ď d´m, z˜´1i ďM˚|kwki |2i.
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Proof. For item 1, note that for each j ě i, |kwki | ď κ|kwkj |, hence
}Uwkj }C2 ď κ|kwkj |´q ď κ1`q|kwki |´q.
Item 1 holds for any M˚ ě pd´mqκ1`q.
For item 2, inverting (7.3) we get
X´1i`1 “
„
Idm`i´1 ´X´1i yi
0 1
 „
X´1i 0
0 z˜´1i
 „
Idm`i 0
´yTi`1X´1i`1 1

.
Denote f “ p0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0, 1q P Tm`i, then
fTXi`1f “ fT
„
Idm`i´1 ´X´1i yi
0 1
 „
X´1i 0
0 z˜´1i
 „
Idm`i 0
´yTi`1X´1i`1 1

f “ z˜´1i .
Moreover, using the definition (see (1.3))
S “ B2IIK “
“
kst1 ¨ ¨ ¨ kstm kwk1 ¨ ¨ ¨ kwkd´m
‰T
Q
“
kst1 ¨ ¨ ¨ kstm kwk1 ¨ ¨ ¨ kwkd´m
‰
,
we have
Xi`1 “
“
kst1 ¨ ¨ ¨ kstm kwk1 ¨ ¨ ¨ kwki
‰T
Q
“
kst1 ¨ ¨ ¨ kstm kwk1 ¨ ¨ ¨ kwki
‰
“ “k¯st1 ¨ ¨ ¨ k¯stm k¯wk1 ¨ ¨ ¨ k¯wki ‰T Q0 “k¯st1 ¨ ¨ ¨ k¯stm k¯wk1 ¨ ¨ ¨ k¯wki ‰ “: P¯ TQ0P¯ ,
where k¯ is the first n components of k. We have assumed Q0 ě D´1Id for D ą 1. By
Lemma 3.4, there exists a constant cn ą 1 depending only on n such that
}X´1i`1} “ pmin}v}“1 v
TXi`1vq´1 “ pmin}v}“1 v
T P¯Q0P¯ q´1 ď D}P¯´1}2
ď Dcn|kst1 |2 ¨ ¨ ¨ |kstm|2|kwk1 |2 ¨ ¨ ¨ |kwki |2 ď DcnM¯mκi´1|kwki |2i,
where M¯ “ |kst1 | ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |kstm| depend only on Bst.
7.3 Approximate Lipshitz property in the weak component
In this section we prove Proposition 5.3. We fix pBwk, p, U st,U stq P Ωm,dκ,q Xt}U st}C2 ď Ru,
and write Ls “ LHspBwk, p, U st,U stq.
For c P Rd, we define
Lsc,ipϕst, ϕwk1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , ϕwki , vst, vwk1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , vwki q “ Lsc,iptϕui, tvuiq
“ Lstpϕst, vstq ´ ηst ¨ vst `
iÿ
j“1
ˆ
1
2 z˜
´1
j pwwkj ´ z˜jηwkj q2 ´ 12zjpη
wk
j q2 ` Uwkj pϕq
˙
, (7.9)
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then
Lspϕ, vq ´ c ¨ v
“ Lsc,iptϕui, tvuiq `
d´mÿ
j“i`1
ˆ
1
2 z˜
´1
j pwwkj ´ z˜jηwkj q2 ´ 12zjpη
wk
j q2 ` Uwkj pϕq
˙
. (7.10)
Our proof of Proposition 5.3 follows an inductive scheme. Following our notational
convention, denote ewki “ ei`m, which is the coordinate vector of ϕwki .
Lemma 7.6. Let u : Td Ñ R be a weak KAM solution of Ls ´ c ¨ v. Then for
δd´m :“ 2pz˜´1d´m}Uwkd´m}C2q 12 ,
we have u is δd´m´semi-concave and δd´m´Lipschitz in ϕwkd´m.
Proof. First we have
B2ϕwk
d´mϕ
wk
d´m
Ls “ B2ϕwk
d´mϕ
wk
d´m
Uwkd´m, B2ϕwk
d´mv
wk
d´m
Ls “ 0, B2vwk
d´mv
wk
d´m
Ls “ z˜´1d´m.
The first two equality follows directly from the definition, while the last one uses (7.7)
and (7.8).
For any ϕ P Td, let γ : p´8, 0s Ñ Td be a pu, Ls, cq-calibrated curve with γp0q “ ϕ.
Then for any T ą 0
upϕq “ upγp´T qq `
ż 0
´T
pLs ´ c ¨ v ` αHspcqqpγ, 9γqdt.
Using the definition of the weak KAM solution,
upϕ` hewki q ď upγp´T qq `
ż 0
´T
pLs ´ c ¨ v ` αHspcqqpγ ` th
T
ewkd´m, 9γ ` hT e
wk
d´mqdt.
Subtract the two estimates, and apply Lemma 7.1 to Ls ´ c ¨ v ` αHspcq and γ, we
get
upϕ` hewki q ´ upϕq ď pBvwkd´mLspγp0q, 9γp0qq ´ cd´mqh
`
ˆ
}B2vd´mvd´mLs}
1
T
` }B2ϕwk
d´mv
wk
d´m
Ls} ` T }B2ϕwk
d´mϕ
wk
d´m
Ls}
˙
h2
ď pBvwk
d´m
Lspγp0qq, 9γp0q ´ cwkd´mqh`
`
z˜´1d´m{T ` }Uwkd´m}C2T
˘
h2,
Take T “ pz˜d´m}Uwkd´m}C2q´ 12 , and write l “ Bvwkd´mLspγp0qq, 9γp0q ´ cwkd´m, we get
upϕ` hewki q ´ upϕq ď lh` 12δd´mh
2.
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The semi-concavity estimate follows. Using the fact that u is Zd periodic, we take
h “ l{|l| to get |l| ď 12δd´m. Therefore for |h| ď 1,
|upϕ` hewki q ´ upϕq| ď p12δd´m `
1
2δd´mhqh ď δd´mh.
This is the Lipschitz estimate.
We now state the inductive step.
Proposition 7.7. Let u : Td Ñ R be a weak KAM solution of Ls ´ c ¨ v. Assume
that for a given 1 ď i ď d´m´ 1, u is pδj, δjq approximately Lipschitz in ϕwkj for all
i` 1 ď j ď d´m. Then for
σi “
˜
z˜´1i
d´mÿ
j“i
}Uwkj }C2
¸ 1
2
, δi “
?
dp6σi ` 4
d´mÿ
j“i`1
δjq,
we have u is pδi, δiq approximately Lipschitz in ϕwki .
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Proposition 5.4, but uses the finer
decomposition in this section.
Since u is a weak KAM solution, then given any ϕ P Td, there exists a calibrated
curve γ : p´8, 0s Ñ Td with γp0q “ ϕ. Then for any T ą 0
upϕq “ upγp´T qq `
ż 0
´T
pLs ´ c ¨ v ` αHspcqqpγ, 9γqdt.
Let h P R, χ P Rd, and a C1 curve ξ : r´T, 0s Ñ Td satisfies
ξp´T q “ γp´T q, ξp0q “ ϕ` hewki ` χ,
then
upϕ` hewki ` χq ď upγp´T qq `
ż 0
´T
pLs ´ c ¨ v ` αHspcqqpξ, 9ξqdt
ď upγp´T qq `
ż 0
´T
pLs ´ c ¨ v ` αHspcqqpγ, 9γqdt
`
ż 0
´T
pLs ´ c ¨ vqpξ, 9ξq ´
ż 0
´T
pLs ´ c ¨ vqpγ, 9γqdt
“ upϕq `
ż 0
´T
pLs ´ c ¨ vqpξ, 9ξq ´
ż 0
´T
pLs ´ c ¨ vqpγ, 9γqdt.
(7.11)
We will first give the precise definition of ξ, then estimate (7.11), before finally obtain
the desired estimate.
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Definition of ξ. Recall the Lagrangian Lsc,i : Tm`i ˆRm`i Ñ R defined in (7.9). Let
ξ : r´T, 0s Ñ Tm`i be an Lsc,i minimizing curve satisfying the constraint
ζp´T q “ tγuip´T q, ζp0q “ tγuip0q,
where t¨ui is defined in (7.6). For h P R, we define ξ in the following way.
1. The first m ` i components of ξ is ζ with an added linear drift in ewki , more
precisely,
tξuiptq “ ζptq `
th
T
ewki . (7.12)
2. We define the other components inductively. For i ă j ď d ´ m, suppose
tξuj´1ptq “ pξst, ξwk1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξwkj´1qptq has been defined. We define
ξwkj ptq “ γwkj ptq ` yTj X´1j tξuj´1ptq ´ yTj X´1j tγuj´1ptq.
For each i ă j ď d´m, we have#
ξwkj p´T q “ γwkj p´T q,
9ξwkj ´ yTj X´1j t 9ξuj´1 “ 9γwkj ´ yTj X´1j t 9γuj´1.
(7.13)
We define χ “ ξp0q ´ ϕ´ hewki , and note that from (7.12),
tχui “ tξuip0q ´ tγuip0q ´ hewki “ 0.
Action comparison. We now computeż 0
´T
pLs ´ c ¨ vqpξ, 9ξqdt´
ż 0
´T
pLs ´ c ¨ vqpγ, 9γqdt
“
ż 0
´T
Lsc,iptξui, t 9ξuiqdt´
ż 0
´T
Lsc,iptγui, t 9γuiqdt`
d´mÿ
j“i`1
ż 0
´T
`
Uwkj pξptqq ´ Uwkj pγptqq
˘
dt
` 12
d´mÿ
j“i`1
z˜´1j
ż 0
´T
´
pξwkj ´ yTj X´1j t 9ξuj´1 ´ z˜jηwkj q2 ´ pγwkj ´ yTj X´1j t 9γuj´1 ´ z˜jηwkj q2
¯
ď
ż 0
´T
Lsc,iptξui, t 9ξuiqdt´
ż 0
´T
Lsc,iptγui, t 9γuiqdt` 2T
d´mÿ
j“i`1
}Uwkj }C0 .
(7.14)
In the above formula, the equality is due to (7.10). Moreover, observe that from (7.13),
the third line of the above formula vanishes. The inequality follows by replacing Uwkj
with its upper bound }Uwkj }C0 .
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We now haveż 0
´T
Lsc,iptξui, t 9ξuiqdt´
ż 0
´T
Lsc,iptγui, t 9γuiqdt
“
ż 0
´T
Lsc,iptξui, t 9ξuiqdt´
ż 0
´T
Lsc,ipζ, 9ζqdt`
ż 0
´T
Lsc,ipζ, 9ζqdt´
ż 0
´T
Lsc,iptγui, t 9γuiqdt
ď
ż 0
´T
Lsc,iptξui, t 9ξuiqdt´
ż 0
´T
Lsc,ipζ, 9ζqdt,
noting that ζ is minimizing for Lsc,i.
Since ζ is minimizing and hence extremal for Lsc,i, from the definition of ξ in (7.12),
Lemma 7.1 applies. Henceż 0
´T
Lsc,iptξui, t 9ξuiqdt´
ż 0
´T
Lsc,ipζ, 9ζqdt ď l ¨ h`
˜
1
T
z˜´1i ` T }
d´mÿ
j“i
Uwkj }C2
¸
h2,
where l “ BvipLsc,iqpζp0q, 9ζp0qq. As in the proof of Lemma 7.6, we choose T “´
z˜i
řd´m
j“i }Uwkj }C2
¯´ 12 , we get
ż 0
´T
Lsc,iptξui, t 9ξuiqdt´
ż 0
´T
Lsc,ipζ, 9ζqdt ď l ¨ h` σih2, σi “
˜
z˜´1i
d´mÿ
j“i
}Uwkj }C2
¸ 1
2
.
Combine with (7.14), and use the upper bound
řd´m
j“i`1 }Uwkj }C0 ď
řd´m
j“i }Uwkj }C2 , we
get ż 0
´T
pLs ´ c ¨ vqpξ, 9ξqdt´
ż 0
´T
pLs ´ c ¨ vqpγ, 9γqdt ď l ¨ h` σih2 ` 2σi.
Estimating the weak KAM solution. Combine the last formula with (7.11), we get
upϕ` hewki ` χq ´ upϕq ď l ¨ h` σih2 ` σi.
Since tχui “ 0, using the inductive assumption,
|upϕ` hewki ` χq ´ upϕ` hewki q| ď 2
d´mÿ
j“i`1
δj.
Therefore
upϕ` hewki q ´ upϕq ď l ¨ h` σih2 ` 2σi ` 2
d´mÿ
j“i`1
δj.
We now use Lemma 7.2 to get for
δi “ 2
?
dp3σi ` 2
d´mÿ
j“i`1
δjq,
u is pδi, δiq approximately Lipschitz in ϕwki .
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Proof of Proposition 5.3. We have shown by induction that for all 1 ď i ď d´m, u is
pδi, δiq approximately Lipschitz in ϕwki , where δi are defined inductively in Lemma 7.6
and Proposition 7.7.
By Lemma 7.5, for each 1 ď i ď d´m
σi “ pz˜´1i }Uwki }C2q 12 ďM˚|kwki |´
q
2`i´m.
Then δd´m “ 2σd´m ďM˚|kwkd´m|´ q2`d´m. For each 1 ď i ď d´m, we have
δi “
?
dp6σi ` 4
d´mÿ
j“i`1
δiq ď p6
?
dqi´m
d´mÿ
j“i
σi ďM˚p6
?
dqi´m|kwki |´
q
2`d´m.
For any ϕwk, ψwk P Td´m and ϕst P Tm,
|upϕst, ϕwkq ´ upϕst, ψwkq| ď
d´mÿ
i“1
δi|ϕwki ´ ψwki | `
d´mÿ
i“1
δi
Since
řd´m
i“1 δi ď pd ´mqM˚p6
?
dqi´mpµpBwkqq´ q2`d´m, the proposition follows by re-
placing M˚ by pd´mqM˚p6?dqi´m.
A Diffusion path with dominant structure
A.1 Diffusion path for Arnold diffusion
Our main motivation is to prove Arnold diffusion for a “typical” nearly integrable
system of the form (1.1). The word “typical” here means the cusp residual condition
introduce by Mather ([Mat03]).
Definition. For r ě 3, we say that a property G hold for a cusp residual set of Cr
nearly integrable systems Hε “ H0 ` εH1, if:
• G is an open property in Cr topology;
• There exists an open and dense set V Ă t}H1}Cr “ 1u, and a positive function ε0 :
V Ñ R`, such that G is Cr-dense on U “ tH0 ` εH1 : H1 P V , 0 ă ε ă ε0pH1qu.
We would like to show that the property of topological instability is cusp residual.
Instabilities for multidimensional Hamiltonian systems (n ě 3) are studied in [Moe96;
GK14a; CY09; BKZ11; GK14a; KZ14; DLS13; Tre04; Tre12; Zhe10; Mar12a; Mar12b;
KS12].
The main conjecture of Arnold diffusion in finite regularity may be formulated as
follows.
Conjecture. There exists r0 ą 0 such that for each n ě 2, γ ą 0, r0 ď r ă 8, for a
cusp residual set of Cr nearly integrable system, the system admits an orbit pθε, pεqptq
such that tpεptqutPR is γ´dense on the unit ball Bn :“ t}p} ď 1u.
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The conjecture is a theorem for n “ 2, we refer the reader to [Che13; KZ13] and
reference therein. The proof in n “ 2 follows two steps:
Step 1, define the set V , which contains the set of “nondegenerate” H1. For H1 P V ,
H0 ` εH1 possesses certain open structure of instability, such as NHICs and the AM
property mentioned below.
Step 2, show that for any H0 ` εH1 with H1 P V and ε sufficiently small, one can
make an arbitrarily small perturbation to H0 ` εH1 such that there exists diffusion
orbits.
In Theorem A.1, we prove a weaker version of Step 1. The heart of the argument
is the construction of a diffusion path, on which all the essential resonances has a
dominant structure. We expect the same diffusion path can be used to prove the full
conjecture. To avoid excessive length, we will give an outline of the proof with key
statements, and the full details will appear later.
A diffusion path P is a subset in Rn that the diffusion orbit pεptq roughly shadows.
We pick a diffusion path that travels along a collection of pn ´ 1q´resonances or,
equivalently, along a collection of connected 1-dimensional resonant curves.
Definition. A diffusion path P is a compact connected subset ofď
tΓΛpn´1q : Λpn´1q P Lpn´1qu
where Lpn´1q :“ tΛpn´1qi uNi“1 is a collection of rank n ´ 1 irreducible resonant lattices
(and each ΓΛpn´1q is a 1-dimensional resonant curve) . 3
We define the AM property of a mechanical system relative to an integer homology
class.
• Let H “ K ´ U be a mechanical system on Tn ˆ Rn,
• h be an integer homology class,
• SE “ tH “ Eu be energy surface.
• minU “ 0, and the minimum is unique.
Denote by pi : Tn ˆ Rn ˆ TÑ Rn the natural projection onto the action component.
Recall that homology and cohomology are related by Legendre-Fenichel tranform
LFβphq Ă H1pTn,Rq (see (5.1)). By a result of Diaz Carneiro [Car95] for each coho-
mology c P H1pTn,Rq the Aubry set Apcq Ă Sαpcq.
Definition. Let ρ ą 0. We say that pH, h, ρq has the AM property if for any λ such
that c P LFβpλhq and αHpcq ě ρ the Aubry set Apcq is a finite union of hyperbolic
periodic orbits such that each of these periodic orbits as a closed curve has homology h.
3A remark on notation: the supscript pn´1q is not used as an index, but rather an indication for the
rank of the lattice.
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Remark. Note that in the definition we do not consider the energy 0 ď E ă ρ.
The AM property is far from being generic. In Section B we discuss variety of ways
the AM property can fail for an open class of systems.
Let Λpn´1q Ă Σpnq be two irreducible lattices of rank n´ 1 and n respectively. Let
Bpnqe “ rl1, . . . , lns be an ordered basis of Σpnq and Bpn´1q “ rk1, . . . , kn´1s is be an
ordered basis of Λpn´1q. Then Λpn´1q and Σpnq induce a (unique up to a sign) irreducible
integer homology class denoted hpBpn´1q,Bpnqe q P Zn » H1pTn,Zq (see (A.1) for details).
We now state the main theorem of this section.
Theorem A.1. There exists r0 ą 0, C ą 0 such that for each n ě 2, ρ ą 0, r0 ď r ă 8,
for an open and dense set of H1 from t}H1}Cr “ 1u Ă CrpTn ˆ Bn ˆ Tq, there exists
a diffusion path P “ PpH1, ρq with a a finite set E called the punctures or strong
resonances, with the following properties.
1. P is ρ-dense in Bn, i.e. ρ-neighborhood of P contains Bn.
2. For each 1-dimensional resonant curve Γi Ă ΓΛpn´1q X P there is a 3-dimensional
NHWIC rC 3i whose projection onto the action component distppi rC 3i ,Γiq ď C?.
3. (Away from strong resonances) For each c P Γi with distpc,Σnq ě C?, we have
Apcq belongs to rC 3i .
4. (At strong resonance) Each puncture p0 P E is given by a rank n irreducible lattice
Σpnq, i.e. tp0u “ ΓΣpnq.
5. Let p0 P P XΓΣpnq be a puncture. Then p0 Ă ΓΛpn´1q XP ‰ p0 for some rank n´ 1
irreducible lattice Λpn´1q, with bases Bpn´1q and Bpnqe . For the induced homology
h “ hpBpn´1q|Bpnqe q and the slow mechanical system H “ Hp0,Bpnqe , defined in (1.2),
we have that pH, h, ρq have AM property.
We have the following remarks.
• If n “ 2, a stronger version of Theorem A.1 hold. Namely, one can prove that for
an fixed diffusion path, there exists a cusp residue set of systems H0 ` εH1 for
which the theorem hold. Whether this statement generalizes to higher degrees of
freedom is an open question.
In our formulation, it is essential that the choise of diffusion path P does depend
on the perturbation H1.
• Item 3 says that 3-dimensional cylinders rC 3i are minimal in the sense that they
contain the Aubry sets with frequency vector from Γi away from maximal essential
resonances.
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• It turn out that away from strong resonances for each h P Γi with distph,Σnq ě
C
?
 and c P LFβphq we have not only that Apcq belongs to rC 3i , but also it
is a Lipschitz graph over a certain 2-torus T2c , i.e. for some submersion pic :
Tn ˆBn ˆ TÑ T2 we have that piApcq : Apcq Ñ T2c is one-to-one and the inverse
is Lischitz. This is similar but more involved than what is presented in [BKZ11].
See discussion of n “ 3 in [KZ14].
• 3-dimensional cylinders rC 3i for H correspond to 2-dimensional cylinders C2 for
averaged Hamiltonians.
• The cylinder rC 3i might consists of several connected components. At each maximal
essential resonance ΓΛpnq this cylinder can have two connected components: one
on each local component of ΓΛpn´1qzΓΛpnq .
• The union of hyperbolic periodic orbits gives rise to a NHIC.
• In section B we discuss the role of AM property for proving diffusion as well as
the number of ways it can be violated.
• Notice that at each strong resonance, due to our definition of AM property, we
do not discuss the case low energy 0 ď E ă ρ. This is why Theorem A.1 does not
complete Step 1. For n “ 2 a full description can be done, see [KZ13; Che13] and
references therein. For n “ 3, construction of NHIC for away from critical energy
in general and normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds (NHIM) for critical energy
for simple homologies is discussed in [KZ14], sect. 6.3. We expect these methods
extend to arbitrary n ě 3 (see also [Tur14]).
• We point out that presence of NHIC and NHIM is still not sufficient for diffusion
as we need to construct the jump from one homology to another (see sect. 12
[KZ13]). In the case n “ 3 it requires a lot more work (see sect. 8 [KZ14]). We
expect to generalize this construction of the jump from [KZ14] to any n ě 3.
A.2 Nondegeneracy conditions for Arnold diffusion
We now describe the set V in Theorem A.1, using the conditions [H1] and [H2] to be
defined later. Let ρ ą 0 and r0 ď r ă 8. We say that H1 P V if }H1}Cr “ 1, and there
exists a diffusion path P that is ρ´dense in Bn, with the following properties.
• For each Λpn´1q P Lpn´1q, and each connected component Γ of P X ΓΛpn´1q , there
exists λ ą 0 such that function H1 satisfies condition [H1λ] on Γ.
• For each λ ą 0 and Λpn´1q P Ln´1, there exists a finite set of rank n resonant lattices
ESpΛpn´1q, λq, with the property Σpnq Ą Λpn´1q for each Σpnq P ESpΛpn´1q, λq. Then
ΓΣpnq is a single point contained in ΓΛpn´1q . The collection E “ tΓΣpnq : Σpnq P
ESpΛpn´1q, λqu is the set of punctures in Theorem A.1.
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• Let λ ą 0 be such that [H1λ] is satisfied for H1. For each Σpnq P ESpΛpn´1q, λq
and Λpn´1q P Lpn´1q such that ΓΣpnq P P , we choose basis Bpnqe and Bpn´1q. We say
that H1 satisfies condition [H2] at ΓΣpnq if for all such Λpn´1q Ă Σpnq,
pHsp0,Bpnq , hpBpn´1q|Bpnqq, ρq
satisfies the AM property.
The condition [H1λ], and the definition of ESpΛpn´1q, λq and hpBpn´1q|Bpnqq will be
explained below. For the moment we only remark that for a fixed P , the condition that
[H1λ] holds for some λ ą 0 is open and dense; for a fixed ΓΣpnq , the AM property is
open but not always dense. However, it is a dense condition if the lattice Σpnq satisfies a
domination property. The main idea is then, to pick a particular H1-dependent diffusion
path P , such that all the essential resonances on this path has this domination property.
The condition [H1]
We now describe our first set of non-degeneracy condition. For Λpn´1q P Lpn´1q, let us
fix a basis B. For λ ą 0 and a connected compact subset Γpn´1q Ă ΓΛpn´1q , we say that
H1 satisfies condition [H1λ] on Γpn´1q if
• For all p P Γpn´1q, the function ZBp¨, pq has at most two global maxima.
• At each global maxima ϕ˚ of ZBp¨, pq, the Hessian B2ϕϕZBpϕ˚, pq ď ´λId as
quadratic forms.
• Suppose p0 is such that there are two global maxima ϕ1˚pp0q and ϕ2˚pp0q. Then
they extend to local maxima for nearby p P Γpn´1q. We assume that the functions
ZBpϕ1˚ppq, pq and ZBpϕ2˚ppq, pq have different derivatives along Γpn´1q, with the
difference at least λ.
We say that H1 satisfies [H1] on Γpn´1q if it satisfies [H1λ] for some λ ą 0. These
conditions are introduced by Mather ([Mat03]) for n “ 2 and assumed in [BKZ11]. We
note that the quantitative version [H1λ] of the condition depends on the choice of basis,
while the qualitative version [H1] does not.
For H1 satisfying [H1λ], there exists a finite set of rank n lattices containing Λpn´1q,
which we will call ESpΛpn´1q, λq. More precisely, assume that the basis for Λpn´1q is
tk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kn´1u and there exists M “MpΛpn´1q, λq ą 0 such that
ESpΛpn´1q, λq “ tΛk1,¨¨¨ ,kn´1,k1 : |k1| ďMu.
For each Λpnq P ESpΛpn´1q, λq, ΓΛpnq is a point contained in 1-dimensional curve ΓΛpn´1q .
The condition [H1] implies the existence of NHIC away from punctures, see [BKZ11].
It is not hard to see that item 1-5 of Theorem A.1 are direct consequences of our
non-degeneracy conditions. The difficulty in Theorem A.1 is in showing these conditions
are open and dense.
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Induce homology and non-degeneracy
Fix Λpnq P ESpΛpn´1q, λq, and let Bpnq be an ordered bases of Λpnq, Bpn´1q is an ordered
basis of Λpn´1q and tp0u “ ΓΛpnq . Our second set of non-degeneracy condition concerns
the slow system Hsp0,Bpnq : T
n ˆ Rn Ñ R, for a particular integer homology class
hpBpn´1q|Bpnqq P H1pTn,Zq, uniquely defined modulo the sign. We give a more general
definition here.
Definition. For 2 ď s ď n, irreducible lattices Λps´1q Ă Λpsq, with corresponding basis
Bps´1q “ rk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ks´1s and Bpsq “ rl1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , lss. Since ki P Λpsq, there exists a unique
collection ai P Zsz0, i “ 1, . . . , s´ 1, such that
ki “
“
l1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ls
‰
ai.
Then hpBps´1q|Bpsqq P Zs is defined by the relations
ai ¨ hpBps´1q|Bpsqq “ 0, 1 ď i ď s´ 1. (A.1)
This definition is determined by the resonance relation
ki ¨ pωppq, 1q “ 0, 1 ď i ď s´ 1,
after converting to the basis rl1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , lss.
We require the triplet
pHsp0,Bpnq , hpBpn´1q|Bpnqq, ρq
satisfies the AM property. We have the following consequences of the AM property:
• (Robustness) The non-degeneracy condition is open.
• (Minimality) The condition guarantees, among other things, existence of an
ordered collection of minimal 2-dimensional NHICs with heteroclinic connections
of neighbors. Each cylinder is minimal in the sense that it is foliated by periodic
orbits minimizing action of a certain variational problem.
• (Hyperbolicity) Each cylinder is hyperbolic in the sense that it consists of hyperbolic
periodic orbits.
A.3 Properties of the nondegeneracy condition
Suppose HspBst,Bwk, p, U st,Uwkq is a dominant system. Then the AM property extends
nicely from the strong system to the slow system. More precisely, the following properties
hold.
Property A0. For H “ K ´ U , the AM property for pH, h, ρq is an open condition
in both K and U .
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Property A1. (Genericity in 2-degrees of freedom) For a fixed quadratic form
K on R2 and h P Z2, there exists an open and dense set of U P C2pT2q on which
pH “ K ´ U, h, ρq have AM property.
Property A2. (Dimension reduction using hyperbolic fixed point) Consider the data
pBst, Q0, κ, q, ρq and the space of corresponding dominant system Ωm,m`2κ,q pBstq. Assume
that U st0 P Tm admits at most two non-degenerate minima. Note that each corresponds
to a hyperbolic fixed point of Hst.
Then there exists M ą 0 and δ ą 0 depending only on Bst, Q0, κ, q, p0, U st0 , ρ such
that the following hold. For each Bwk with
µpBwkq ąM, }p´ p0} ă δ, }U st ´ U st0 }C2 ă δ, and h P Z2,
for an open and dense set of Uwk (in the space Ωm,m`2κ,q pBstq restricted to fixed Bwk, p, U st),
the triple `HspBst,Bwk, p, U st,Uwkq, g, ρ˘ , with g “ p0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0, hq,
have AM property.
Property A3. (Dimension reduction using AM property) Consider the data pBst, Q0, κ, q, ρq
and the space of corresponding dominant system Ωm,m`1κ,q pBstq. Assume that p0 P Rn,
U st0 P CrpTmq, h P Zm satisfies`Hstpp0, U st0 q, h, ρ˘ have AM property.
Then there existsM ą supkPBst |k|, δ ą 0 depending only on Bst, Q0, κ, q, p0, U st0 , h, ρ
such that the following hold. For each Bwk with
µpBwkq ąM, }p´ p0} ă δ, }U st ´ U st0 }C2 ă δ,
and any nonzero pair of integers z, w, the following hold.
For an open and dense set of Uwk (in the space Ωm,m`1κ,q pBstq restricted to a fixed set
of Bst, p, U st), the triple`HspBst,Bwk, p, U st,Uwkq, g0, ρ˘ , where g0 “ pzh, wq, has AM property.
Remarks:
1. The proof of Theorem A.1 uses only Properties A0-A3 instead of the precise
definition of AM property. Therefore the proof applies if we take Properties A0-A3
as ansatz. We expect that the properties required for the full diffusion problem
satisfy the same ansatz and our construction applies to the full diffusion problem.
2. The list of properties A0 - A3 provides a setup for proving non-degeneracy using
induction over degrees of freedom. Assume that U st admits a non-degenerate
minimum, then property A2 allows to extend this system by two more degrees of
freedom, provided the homology g is only nontrivial in the weak variables. If Hst
is nondegenerate in a nontrivial homology h, property A3 allows to extend by one
degree of freedom, provided the new homology g is trivial in the weak variable.
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3. Let us explain the proof briefly. Property A1 is a known result. This property
is used in Arnold diffusion in 212 degrees of freedom, and we refer to [Mat10],
[Mat11], [KZ13], [Che13] for more details.
4. Property A2 uses the first type of dimension reduction. The assumption ensures
that Hst admits at most two minimal hyperbolic saddles. An arbitrarily small
perturbation ensures that only one of them is minimal. Using Theorem 2.3, one
obtain that Hs admits a minimal four-dimensional NHWIC C4. Furthermore,
Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 6.1 provide variational characterization for the
cylinder. Then the restricted system to C4 behaves like a system with two degrees
of freedom, and an analog of property A1 can be proven. In particular, there will
be an ordered collection of minimal two-dimensional NHIC’s contained in C4.
5. For property A3, when the triple pHst, h, ρq satisfies the AM property, the strong
system admits a family of two dimensional NHICs. Because there is only one
weak component, Theorem 2.3 implies that Hs admits a minimal four-dimensional
NHWIC. Similar to the previous case, the idea from property A1 can be applied
to prove nondegeneracy.
6. One can say that in the case A2 or A3, the slow system Hs is “dominated” by
the strong system Hst.
A.4 Construction of a diffusion path and surgery of resonant
manifolds
To prove Theorem A.1, it remains to construct a diffusion path with our non-degeneracy
conditions.
Proposition A.2. For each γ ą 0, there exists an open and dense set V Ă t}H1}Cr “
1u, such that for any H1 P V, there exists a γ´dense diffusion path P, such that the
non-degeneracy conditions [H1] and [H2] are satisfied along P.
The proof of Proposition A.2 occupies the rest of this section. Since our nondegener-
acy conditions are assumed to be open, it suffices to prove density. We fix an arbitrary
relative open set U0 Ă t}H1}Cr “ 1u, we will show there exists H1 P U0 such that the
conclusions hold. The proof follows an inductive scheme. The strategy is as follows:
1. At step s we have a finite collection of integer irreducible lattices Lpsq “ tΛpsqi u,
i.e. each Λpsqi :“ spanZtki1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kisu has rank s and is spanned by integer vectors
ki1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kis. The union of corresponding codimension s resonant manifolds (ΓΛpsq)
is called Ppsq.
The lattices Λpsq has a hierarchical structure in the sense that there is an unique
element Λps´1q P Lps´1q such that Λps´1q Ă Λpsq. As a result, Ppsq Ă Pps´1q,
we will choose Lpsq such that Ppsq is p1 ´ 2 ¨ 4´sqγ´dense subset in Pps´1q and
p1´ 4´sqγ´dense in Bn.
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2. A set of essential resonances E ps`1q is a collection of irreducible lattices of rank
s ` 1. Each element Σps`1q P E ps`1q contains at lease one element Λpsq P Lpsq.
Roughly speaking, the essential lattices are the collection of lattices Σps`1q that
contain but does not dominate some Λpsq P Lpsq.
Essential resonances Σps`1q correspond to a codimension s` 1 resonant manifold
ΓΣps`1q contained in Ppsq.
3. A nondegenerate set Ns Ă Ppsq, which is open, connected and p1´2 ¨4´sqγ´dense
in Bn, such that the following hold:
(a) For all Λpsq P Lpsq with basis Bpsq “ rk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kss, and p0 P Ns X ΓLpsq , the
slow system
Hsp0,Bpsq
is nondegenerate in the sense of Property A2.
(b) For all essential lattice Σps`1q P E ps`1q with basis Bps`1qe , and p0 P NsXΓΣps`1q ,
and every Λpsq P Lpsq with Λpsq Ă Σps`1q and basis Bpsq, the triple
pHs
p0,Bps`1qe , hpB
psq,Bps`1qe qq, ρq
satisfies the AM property, setting up to apply Property A3.
4. The next generation of resonant lattices are carefully defined so that we can use
Property A2, A3 to extend the non-degeneracy in item 3 to the next generation.
5. The induction finishes at step n ´ 1, when we obtain an open, connected and
γ´dense set Nn´1 Ă Ppn´1q in Bn which consists of 1-dimensional resonant
manifolds and will be our diffusion path, and all essential resonances have the
AM property.
A.4.1 An initial step of the induction
Since the union of all 1´resonant manifolds are dense and locally connected, for each
γ ą 0 we can pick Lp1q “ tΛp1qi u such that the set
Pp1q “
ď
Λp1qPLp1q
ΓLp1q XBn
is connected and γ{2´dense in Bn. For each lattice Lp1q denote its basis by Bp1q “ rk1s,
i.e. Lp1q “ spanRpk1q X Zn`1. Denote by Kp1q “ tBp1qi u the union of basis vectors.
For any two sets E1, E2 Ă Zn`1, we define
E1 _ E2 “ spanRtE1 Y E2u X Zn`1
to be the smallest irreducible lattice containing E1 and E2.
We define a first non-degeneracy set Yλ1 pH1,Pp1qq Ă Pp1q by the following condition:
For any Λp1q P Lp1q with basis Bp1q and p P ΓΛp1q X Pp1q, the averaged potential Up,Bp1q
has at most two λ´nondegenerate minima.
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ΓΛp1q
Yλ1
Figure 2: The first nondegeneracy set for n “ 3: the shaded part is the λ´nondegenerate
set. On the bold lines there are two minima for Up,Bp1q , at the blue dots are there are
three minima. At the green dots the minimum is degenerate.
Lemma A.3. There exists a relative open set U1 Ă U0 and λ1 ą 0, such that for
H1 P U1, the nondegeneracy set Yλ11 pH1,Pp1qq is open, connected, 4´2γ´dense in Pp1q,
and p1´ 2 ¨ 4´1γq´dense in Bn.
The set Yλ11 pH1,Pp1qq is the shaded set on Figure 2. For brevity in what follows we
often omit dependence of Yλ11 on H1 and Pp1q.
For each p0 P ΓΛp1q X Yλ11 , where Λp1q’s basis is Bp1q, the assumption of Property A2
is satisfied for Bst “ Bp1q, p0 and U st “ Up0,Bp1q . Moreover, using compactness, for all
m “ 1, Λp1q P Lp1q, p0 P ΓΛp1q X Yλ11 , U st “ Up0,Bp1q ,
there exists a uniform M1 “ M1pPp1q,Yλ11 q, such that for all Bwk “ rkwk1 , kwk2 s with
µpBwkq ąM1 the conclusion of Property A2 is satisfied. We assume that M1 is chosen
such that
M1pPp1q,Yλ11 q ą max
k1PKp1q
|k1|.
We define the first generation of essential lattices E p2q “ E p2qpPp1q,Yλ11 q as the set
of all rank 2 irreducible lattices Σp2q satisfying the following conditions: there exists
Λp1q P Lp1q such that
Σp2q Ă Λp1q, MpΣp2q|Λp1qq ďM1pPp1q,Yλ11 q.
The requirement M1pPp1q,Yλ11 q ą maxk1PKp1q |k1| ensures that for any Λp1q1 ,Λp1q2 P Lp1q,
the lattice Λp1q1 _ Λp1q2 is automatically essential. This corresponds to the intersection of
ΓΛp1q1 and ΓΛp1q2 .
The essential lattice set contain all lattices that does not “dominate” the lattices in
Lp1q. Let us also denote
ΓEp2q “
ď
Σp2qPEp2q
ΓΣp2q
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ΓΛp1q
Yλ1
ΓΛp1q
N1
ΓΣp2q
Figure 3: The final nondegeneracy set of step 1: removing all essential resonances
results in a disconnected set, but removing only the degenerate part does not destroy
connectivity.
the union of all resonance manifolds corresponding to the essential lattices.
For each essential lattice Σp2q we fix an ordered basis Bp2qe (the actual choice is
irrelevant). We define a second nondegeneracy set Z1pH1,Σp2q,Yλ11 q to be the set of
p P ΓΣp2q X Yλ11 such that for each k1 P Σp2q with Bp1q “ rk1s P Kp1q, the pair´
Hs
p,Bp2qe , hpB
p1q|Bp2qe q, ρ
¯
satisfies the AM property. We then define Z1pH1, E p2q,Yλ11 q to be the union of all
Z1pH1,Σp2q,Yλ11 q over essential resonances Σp2q P E p2q.
Because Hs
p,Bp2qe
has two degrees of freedom, we can use Property A0 to obtain the
following lemma.
Lemma A.4. There exists a relative open set U 11 Ă U1 and a relative open Z˜1 Ă
ΓEp2q X Yλ11 such that the following hold.
1. For all H1 P U 11, Z˜1 is compactly contained in Z1pH1, E p2q,Yλ11 q.
2. The set
N1 :“ Yλ11 X Z˜1
is open, connected, and p1´ 4´1qγ´dense in Pp1q.
We choose Z˜1 compactly contained in Z1 so that the nondegeneracy on Z˜1 is uniform
due to compactness. The idea behind the definition of N1 is the following: On the set of
essential resonances ΓEp2q , domination does not apply, so we should remove it from the
nondegeneracy set Yλ11 . However, in this case the remaining set becomes disconnected
because the essential resonances divide the space (see Figure 3, left). Instead we only
remove only p’s with the nearly degenerate essential resonances, i.e. Yλ11 XΓEp2qzZ˜1 (see
Figure 3, right dashed line).
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A.4.2 Step 2 of the induction
We completed step 1 with
• the collection of rank one lattices Lp1q, with associated bases Bp1q,
• a collection of essential rank two lattices E p2q,
• a dual collection of codimension one resonant manifolds Pp1q,
• the nondegenerate set N1 Ă Pp1q and is p1´ 4´1γq´dense in Bn.
By step 1, for each essential resonance Σp2q Ą Bp2qe and p P ΓΣp2q XN1 the pair´
Hs
p,Bp2qe
, hpBp1q|Bp2qe q
¯
is nondegenerate. Therefore, Property A3 applies with
m “ 2, Bst “ Bp2qe , U st0 “ Up0,Bp2qe , h “ hpBp1q|Bp2qe q.
Moreover, we can choose a uniform constant N2 “ N2pE p2q,N1q over all Σp2q P E p2q,
Bp1q Ă Σp2q and p P ΓΣp2q XN1 such that the conclusion of Property A3 hold.
We are now ready to define the set Lp2q. We say a rank 2 lattice Λp2q is admissible if
the following hold.
1. There exists Λp1q P Lp1q such that Λp1q Ă Λp2q.
2. Λp2q cannot be generated by the previous generation essential resonances, namely
Λp2q Ć
ł
tΣp2q P E p2qu, (A.2)
where
Ž
is the smallest irreducible lattice that contains all lattices Σp2q P E p2q.
3. Item 2 ensures that Λp1q Ă Λp2q is unique. Otherwise, suppose we have Λp1q1 ,Λp1q2 Ă
Λp2q with bases Bp1q1 ,Bp1q2 , then Λp2q “ Λp1q1 _ Λp1q2 , and
MpΛp2q|Λp1q1 q ď max
kPBp1q1 YBp1q2
t|k|u ďMspPpsq,Nsq,
hence Λp2q P E p2q, which is a violation of item 2.
4. (ghost property) For each Λp1q Ă Λp2q and Λp1q Ă Σp2q, we have
MpΣp2q _ Λp2q|Σp2qq ą NspE ps`1q,Nsq. (A.3)
In particular, for an adapted basis Bst,Bwk of Σp2q Ă Σp2q_Λp2q and p P ΓΣp2q XN1
the conclusion of Property A3 hold4. We also point out in this case Σp3q “
Σp2q _ Λp2q will be an element of the next generation essential resonance.
4The name “ghost” comes from the fact that we test k2 against all possible essential lattices Σp2q
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We claim that the lattices that are not admissible can be generated by a finite set
of integer vectors. Therefore the resonance manifolds of the admissible lattices form a
dense set. As a result:
Lemma A.5. There exists an collection of rank two admissible lattices Lp2q such that
Pp2q “
ď
Λp2qPLp2q
ΓLp2q XN1
is connected, 4´2γ´dense in N1 and p1´ 2 ¨ 4´2qγ dense in Bn.
For each Λp2q P Lp2q, there is a unique Λp1q P Lp1q with Λp1q Ă Λp2q. Since Λp1q comes
with a standard basis Bp1q, we extend it using Proposition 3.1 to obtain a standard
basis Bp2q of Λp2q. We call the collection of all basis Kp2q.
Similar to step 1, we define the non-degeneracy set Yλ2 pH1,Pp2qq Ă Pp2q by the
following condition: For any lattice Λp2q P Lp2q, with basis Bp2q, and p P ΓΛp2q XPp2q, the
averaged potential Up,Bp2q has at most two λ´nondegenerate minima.
Lemma A.6. There exists an open set U2 Ă U1 and λ2 ą 0, such that for H1 P
U2, the nondegeneracy set Yλ22 pH1,Pp1qq is open, connected, 4´2γ´dense in Pp2q, and
p1´ 2 ¨ 4´2qγ´dense in Bn.
Using compactness, we obtain that for
m “ 2, Bst “ Bp2q P Kp2q, p0 P ΓBp2q X Yλ22 , U st “ Up0,Bp2q ,
there exists M2pPp2q,Yλ22 q ą 0, such that the conclusion of Property A3 applies for all
µpBwkq ąM2. As before, we require
M2pPp2q,Yλ22 q ą max
k1,k2PBp2qPKp2q
p|k1|, |k2|q.
We now define essential lattices. It suffices to define bases of these lattices. As
in step 1, E p3q is the set of all rank 3 irreducible lattices Σp3q satisfying the following
conditions: there exists Λp2q P Lp2q such that
Σp3q Ă Λp2q, MpΣp3q|Λp2qq ďM2pPp2q,Yλ22 q.
Starting from s “ 2, the essential resonances come with a hierarchical structure (see
Figure 5).
• Type p3, 1q: We say Σp3q is of type p3, 1q if there exists Σp2q P E p2q such that
Σp2q Ă Σp3q. The collection of p3, 1q essential lattices is denoted E p3q1 .
This element Σp2q is necessarily unique, otherwise Σp3q Ą Λp2q can be generated
from two elements from E p2q, leading to a contradiction with item 2 in the definition
of Lp2q. Moreover, since Lp2q cannot be generated by vectors from Σp2q, we have
Σp3q “ Σp2q _ Λp2q.
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By item 3 in the definition of Lp2q,
MpΣp2q _ Λp2q|Σp2qq “MpΣp3q|Σp2qq ą N2pE p2q,N1q.
Recall that Σp2q comes with fixed basis Bp2qe . We use Proposition 3 to extend this
basis to an adapted basis Bp3qe of Σp3q. We take this basis as the fixed basis of Σp3q.
For each p P ΓΣp3q , Property A3 applies. We say that
H
p,Bp2qe dominates Hp,Bp3qe .
• Type p3, 2q: Σp3q is called type p3, 2q if it does not contain any element in E p2q.
The collection is denoted E p3q2 .
In this case, by definition, Σp3q P E p3q2 and we have
MpΣp3q|Λk1q ąM1pPp1q,Yλ11 q.
We use Proposition 3 to extend k1 to an adapted basis Bp3qe of Σp3q, taken as the
fixed basis for Σp3q. Property A2 applies, and we say that
Hp,Bp1q dominates Hp,Bp3qe .
We now have the decomposition
E p3q :“ E p3q1 Y E p3q2 .
For each Σp3q Ă E p3q with basis Bp3qe , we define the nondegeneracy set Z2pH1,Σp3q,Yλ22 q Ă
ΓΣp3q X Yλ22 to be the subset such that for each Λp2q Ă Σp3q with basis Bp2q,´
Hs
p,Bp3qe , hpB
p2q|Bp3qe q, ρ
¯
satisfies the AM property. We then define Z2pH1, E p3q,Yλ22 q to be the union of all
Z2pH1,Σp3q,Yλ22 q over essential resonances Σp3q P E p3q.
If the essential resonance Σp3q P E p3q is type p3, 1q, we use Property A3; if Σp3q is of
type p3, 2q, we use Property A2. This allows us to prove the following non-degeneracy
lemma.
Lemma A.7. There exists a relative open set U 12 Ă U2 and a relative open set Z˜2 such
that the following hold.
1. For each H1 P U 1, Z˜2 is compactly contained in Z2pH1, E p3q,Yλ22 q.
2. The subset
N2 :“ Yλ22 X Z˜2
is open, connected, 4´2γ´dense in Pp2q and p1´ 2 ¨ 4´2qγ´dense in Bn.
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ΓΛp1q
Pp2q
Figure 4: Hierachy of essential resonances: faint red curves are the previous generation
essential resonances, blues line are current generation diffusion path, solid red dots are
of type p3, 1q, hollow blue dots are of type p3, 2q.
A.4.3 Step s` 1 of the induction
We completed step s with
• the collection of rank s lattices Lpsq, with associated bases Bpsq,
• a collection of essential rank s+1 lattices E ps`1q,
• a dual collection of codimension one resonant manifolds Ppsq,
• the nondegenerate set Ns Ă Ppsq, which is p1´ 4´sγq´dense in Bn.
The diffusion path.
• We have the collection of lattices Lp1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Lpsq, with Lpjq “ tΛpjqi u are irreducible
rank j lattices. For each Λpjq P Lpjq, there exists a unique Λpj´1q Ă Λpjq and such
that Λpj´1q Ă Lpj´1q.
• Each Λpsq P Lpsq has a ordered basis defined in the following way. For each Λp1q we
fix a basis Bp1q “ tk1u which is unique up to a sign. From the previous property,
Λpsq comes with the chain of inclusion
Λp1q Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Λpsq, Λpjq P Lpjq, 1 ď j ď s,
and we extend the basis Bp1q of Λp1q an increasing set of bases Bp1q Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Bpsq
by consecutive application of Proposition 3.1.
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• We use Kpsq to denote the collection of standard bases. For each Bpsq “ rk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kss,
we denote |Bpsq| “ supi |ki|.
• The diffusion path at step s is
Ppsq “
ď
ΛpsqPLpsq
ΓΛpsq .
The set Ppsq XBn is connected and p1´ 2 ¨ 4´sqγ´dense in Bn.
Essential resonances.
• We have the essential lattices E p2q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , E ps`1q, where for each 1 ď j ď s, Σpj`1q P
E pj`1q is a rank j ` 1 irreducible lattice. For each Σpj`1q, there exists at least one,
and at most two element Λpjq P Lpjq, such that Λpjq Ă Lpjq.
• If essential lattice Σps`1q P E ps`1q contains only one element Σpsq P E psq, then there
exists 1 ď j ď s, such that
Σpj`1q Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Σps`1q, Σptq P E ptq, j ` 1 ď t ď s` 1
is the longest chain of essential lattices, meaning Σpj`1q does not contain any
element of E pjq. We then have the following inclusion
Λp1q Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Λpj´1q Ă Σpj`1q Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Σps`1q.
We use Proposition 3.1 to obtain the chain of adapted bases (called ordered basis:
Bp1q Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Bpj´1q Ă Bpj`1qe Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Bps`1qe ,
where each Bptq is a basis of Λptq P Lptq and each Bptqe is a basis of Σptq P E ptq.
Recording the increment of rank in the chain, the essential resonance Σps`1q is
called of type ps` 1, jq. Denote by E ps`1qj the set of essential resonances with this
property.
Strong system and nondegeneracy.
• For each 1 ď j ď s, there exists the nondegeneracy set Nj Ă Ppjq, with the
property that each Nj is relative open, connected and p1 ´ 4´jγq´ dense in
Ppjq XBn and p1´ 2 ¨ 4´jqγ´dense in Bn. The following inclusion hold
Pp1q Ą N1 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą Ppsq Ą Ns.
• There exists a sequence of (nonempty) relative open sets
t}H1}Cr “ 1u Ą U0 Ą U1 Ą U 11 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą Us Ą U 1s
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Figure 5: Essential lattices
• There exists λs ą 0 such that for each H1 P Us, Λpsq P Lpsq with basis Bpsq, and
p P Ns X ΓΛpsq , the strong system Hp,Bpsq is nondegenerate in the sense of Property
A3 and the averaged potential Up,Bpsq has at most two λ-nondegenerate minima.
Using compactness, let
MspPpsq,Nsq ą sup
BpsqPKpsq
|Bpsq|
be a uniform constant such that Property A3 applies.
• For each H1 P U 1s, Σps`1q P E ps`1q with basis Bps`1qe , each Λpsq Ă Σps`1q with basis
Bpsq, and p P Ns X ΓΣps`1q , the pair´
H
p,Bps`1qe , hpBpsq,Bps`1qe q
¯
is nondegenerate in the sense of Property A3. Using compactness, let
NspE ps`1q,Nsq ą 0
be a uniform constant such that Property A3 applies.
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Domination Properties
• Let Σps`1q P E ps`1qj be an essential resonance of type ps` 1, jq, then we have the
chain
Λp1q Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Λpj´1q Ă Σpj`1q Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Σps`1q.
The following domination property holds:
MpΣpj`1q|Λpj´1qq ąMj´1pPpj´1q,Nj´1q,
MpΣpt`1q|Σptqq ą Nt´1pE ptq,Nt´1q, j ` 1 ď t ď s.
• As a corollary of the domination properties, for Σps`1q with the type ps` 1, jq, let
Bp1q Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Bpj´1q Ă Bpj`1qe Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Bps`1qe
be the chain of basis. Then
– For each p P ΓΛpj´1q XNj´1, the system Hp,Bpj´1q dominates Hp,Bpj`1qe in the
sense of Property A2.
– Fore each j ` 1 ď t ď s, p P ΓΣptq XNt´1, the system Hp,Bptqe dominates
H
p,Bpt`1qe in the sense of Property A3.
We now define the set Lps`1q. This is essentially an elaboration of step 2. We say
the rank s` 1 lattice Λps`1q is admissible if the following hold.
1. There exists Λpsq P Lpsq such that Λpsq Ă Λps`1q.
2. Λps`1q cannot be generated by any previous generation essential resonances, namely
Λps`1q Ć
ł
tΣps`1q P E ps`1qu, (A.4)
where
Ž
is the smallest irreducible lattice that contains all lattices Σps`1q P E ps`1q.
3. Item 2 ensures that Λpsq Ă Λps`1q is unique. Otherwise, suppose we have
Λpsq1 ,Λ
psq
2 Ă Λps`1q with bases Bpsq1 ,Bpsq2 , then Λps`1q “ Λpsq1 _ Λpsq2 , and
MpΛps`1q|Λpsq1 q ď maxt|Bpsq1 |, |Bpsq2 |u ďMspPpsq,Nsq,
hence Λps`1q P E ps`1q, which is a violation of item 2.
4. (ghost property) For each Λpsq Ă Λps`1q and Λpsq Ă Σps`1q, we have
MpΣps`1q _ Λps`1q|Σps`1qq ą NspE ps`1q,Nsq. (A.5)
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Lemma A.8. There exists an collection Lps`1q “ tΛps`1qu of admissible pairs such that
Pps`1q “
ď
Λps`1qPLps`1q
ΓΛps`1q XNs
is connected, 4´s´1γ´dense in Ns, and p1´ 2 ¨ 4´s´1qγ dense in Bn.
The set Yλs`1pH1,Pps`1qq Ă Pps`1q is defined by the following condition: For any
Λps`1q P Lps`1q with basis Bps`1q, and p P ΓBps`1q X Pps`1q, there exists 0 ă λ ă λ1 such
that the averaged potential Up,Bps`1q has at most two λ1´nondegenerate minima.
Lemma A.9. There exists an open set Us`1 Ă U 1s and λs`1 ą 0, such that for
H1 P Us`1, the nondegeneracy set Yλs`1s`1 pH1,Pps`1qq is 4´s´1γ´dense in Pps`1q and
connected.
Define
Ms`1pPps`1q,Yλs`1s`1 q ą sup
Bps`1qPKps`1q
|Bps`1q|
be the uniform constant over all H1 P Us`1, p P Yλs`1s`1 , and Λps`1q P Lps`1q. The essential
lattice set E ps`2q is defined as the set of all rank s`2 irreducible lattices Σps`2q satisfying
the following conditions: there exists Λps`1q P Lps`1q such that
Σps`2q Ą Λps`1q, and MpΛps`1q|Σps`2qq ăMs`1pPps`1q,Yλs`1s`1 q.
We have the following remarks:
• Suppose there exists Σps`2q Ą Σps`1q with Σps`1q P E ps`1q, then Σps`1q is unique.
Otherwise, suppose Σps`2q contains both Σps`1q1 ,Σ
ps`1q
2 , then there exists Λps`1q Ă
Σps`2q “ Σps`1q1 _ Σps`1q2 , this is a violation of (A.4).
• In case that Σps`2q Ą Σps`1q, then for Λps`1q P Lps`1q with Σps`2q Ą Lps`1q, we get
MpΣps`1q|Σps`2qq “MpΣps`1q|Σps`1q _ Λps`1qq ą NspE ps`1q,Nsq
by (A.5).
Finally, for each Σps`2q Ă E ps`2q, we define the nondegeneracy set Zs`1pH1,Σps`2q,Yλs`1s`1 q
to be the subset that for each Bps`1q “ pk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ks`1q Ă Σps`2q, the pair´
Hs
p,Bps`2qe , hpB
ps`1q|Bps`2qe q
¯
is nondegenerate. We then define Zs`1pH1, E ps`2q,Yλs`1s`1 q to be the union over essential
resonances Σps`2q P E ps`2q.
The following lemma is proven using the type of essential resonances, similar to step
2.
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Lemma A.10. Suppose s` 2 ă n. There exists an open set U 1s`1 Ă Us`1 and a relative
open set Z˜s`1 such that the following hold.
1. For each H1 P U 1s`1, Z˜s`1 is compactly contained in Zs`1pH1, E ps`2q,Yλs`1s`1 q.
2. The subset
Ns`1 :“ Yλs`1s`1 X Z˜s`1
is open, connected, 4´s´1γ´dense in Pp2q and p1´ 4´s´1qγ´dense in Bn.
Moreover, if s` 2 “ n, ď
Σps`2qPEps`2q
ΓΣps`2q X Yλs`1s`1
is a collection of isolated points. Then the same two points hold with
Z˜s`1 “
ď
Σps`2qPEps`2q
ΓΣps`2q X Yλs`1s`1 .
This finishes the construction of the lattices and verification of properties for step
s` 1.
A.4.4 Concluding the induction
The induction ends when U 1n´1, Lpn´1q, Ppn´1q, Nn´1 and E pnq are defined. Then
Ppn´1q X Nn´1 is γ´dense diffusion path in Bn, and for each p P ΓΛpn´1q X Nn´1,
H1 P U 1n´1, the potential Up,Bpn´1q has at most two λn´1´nondegenerate minima.
We then have
Lemma A.11. There exists an open and dense set of U2n´1 Ă U 1n´1 such that [H1λn´1]
holds for all H1 P U2n´1 on Ppn´1q XNn´1.
Moreover, from Lemma A.10 we know that condition [H2] holds on all essential
resonances. Therefore, the diffusion path Ppn´1q X Nn´1 satisfies all the conditions
required.
B Diffusion mechanism and AM property
The goal of this section is to give a short review of diffusion mechanisms. Then we
focus on diffusion mechanism using variational methods and discuss difficulties arising
in higher dimensions. After that we explain the role of dominant systems.
In [Arn64b] Arnold proposed the following example
Hpq, p, ϕ, I, tq “ I
2
2 `
p2
2 ` p1´ cos qqp1´ µpsinϕ` sin tqq,
where q, ϕ and t are angles and p, I P R. This example is a perturbation of the product
of a one-dimensional pendulum and a one-dimensional rotator. There is a rich literature
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on Arnold example and we do not intend to give extensive list of references; we mention
[AKN06; BB02; DLS06; Tre04], and references therein.
The important feature of this example is that it has a 3-dimensional NHIC Λ “
tp “ q “ 0u, which is the direct product of R and 2-dimensional torus T2. Later having
a 3-dimensional NHIC means that there is a NHIM diffeomorphic to the direct product
of R and 2-dimensional torus T2.
Whiskered tori and transition chains
In [Arn64b] Arnold noticed that for each ω P R there are an invariant 2-dimensional
torus
T2ω “ tp “ q “ 0, I “ ωu
having 3-dimensional stable and instable manifolds W spT2ωq and W upT2ωq resp. Notice
that orbits inside T2ω have a well defined rotation number equal to ω.
Call an ordered sequence of tori tT2ωiui transition chain if for each i we have
W spT2ωiq and W upT2ωi`1q intersect transversally.
In [Arn64b] proved that for any a ă b there is a transition chain such that ω0 “ a and
ωN “ b for some N and showed that this implies existence of orbits asymptotic to T2b
in the future and to T2a in the past.
Generalized transition chains
In [Mat91a] Mather proposed a diffusion mechanism where invariant tori where
replaced by Aubry-Mather invariant sets for twist maps.
For fiber convex superliear time-periodic Hamiltonians Hpθ, p, tq, θ, t P T, p P R for
each rotation number ω there is a “minimal” invariant set Aω consisting “minimal”
orbits rotation number ω.
The 2-torus graph property.
Let pi : pθ, p, tq Ñ pθ, tq is the natural projection. Mather proved that each such a
set Aω is a Lipschitz graph over piAω, i.e. pi is one-to-one on Aω and the inverse
pi´1 : piAω Ñ Aω is Lipschitz.
We say that an invariant set Aω has a 2-torus graph property, if there is C1 smooth
map pi : TT ˆ T Ñ T2 having maximal rank in a neighborhood of Aω such that pi is
one-to-one on Aω and the inverse pi´1 : piAω Ñ Aω is Lipschitz.
• (rational case) if ω “ p{q for some integers p, q with q ą 0 the set Aω contains
“minimal” periodic orbits.
• (irrational case) if ω R Q the set Aω either a Lipschitz 2-torus, i.e. piAω “ T2 or
contains a suspension of a Denjoy set.
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A generalized transition chain.
Using give a precise meaning of a stable and an unstable set of each invariant set Aω.
These sets are not necessarily manifolds, but still denoted W spAωq and W upAωq resp.
One can give a precise meaning of transverse intersection of these sets using the barrier
function. Call it a generalized transverse intersection.
An ordered sequence of “minimal” invariant sets tAωiui is called a generalized
transition chain if
• each invariant set Aωi has a 2-torus graph property;
• for each i invariant sets W spAωiq and W upAωi`1q have a generalized transverse
intersection.
In [Mat91b; Mat93] Mather proposed a generalization of constuction from [Mat91a].
Inspired by these ideas, in [Ber08; CY04; CY09] proved that for a generic perturbation
in the Arnold example there are generalized transition chains. Moreover, there are
orbits shadowing this transition chain.
An equivalence of invariant sets in a generalized transition chain.
In [Ber08] replaces generalized transversality condition with forcing relation. Then
he shows that if Aω forces Aω1 and vise versa then this is an equivalence relation. In
particular, if nearby invariant sets Aωi and Aωi`1 are equivalent, then there are orbits
heteroclinic orbits for any pair of invariant sets in a generalized transition chain.
In [BKZ11] we construct “short” 3-dimensional NHICs. Then we show that each of
such cylinders carries a generalized transition chain. Moreover, all invariant sets in such
a chain are equivalent and, therefore, there are orbits connecting any pair of invariant
sets in this transition chain.
In [KZ13] we construct a “connected” collection of 3-dimensional NHICs and show
that each cylinder carries a generalized transition chain.
The 2-torus graph and AM properties.
Partial averaving of nearly integrable system H “ H0`H1 near a resonant manifold
leads to a mechanical system of d ď n degrees of freedom
Hpϕ, Iq “ KpIq ´ Upϕq, ϕ P Td, I P Td,
where KpIq is a positive definite quadratic form and U is a sufficiently smooth function
(see (1.2)).
In order to find “minimal” invariant set having the 2-torus graph property
• we construct 3-dimensional NHICs;
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• we prove that each 3-dimensional NHIC contains a family of “minimal” invariant
set and each such a set is localized.
• due to localization we prove that the projection along the action component onto
the 2-torus T2 is one-to-one with a Lipchitz inverse.
In order to construct a 3-dimensional NHIC for H near a maximal order resonance
it suffices to construct a 2-dimensional NHIC, diffeomorphic to the standard cylinder,
for the averaged mechanical system H.
Due to concervation of energy each 2-dimensional NHIC consists of “minimal”
hyperbolic periodic orbits. This leads to the following problem:
Construct a family of “minimal” invariant sets consisting of hyperbolic periodic
orbits!
In the case d “ 2 it suffices to consider minimal sets with rational rotation vectors.
Indeed, generically minimal sets with rational rotation vector is a hyperbolic periodic
orbit. In the case d ą 2 it is not longer true as the well-know Hedlund example shows
(see e.g. [Lev97]).
More exactly, if we consider an integer homology h on Td and consider infinite
minimizers of homology class h, i.e. the Aubry set Aphq (see section 5.1 for precise
definition). Then
• Aphq does not have to consist of periodic orbits or does not even have to have
countably many invariant components (see e.g. [Mat04]).
• Aphq consisting of periodic orbits do not guarantee they have homology h (see
[Lev97]).
• In the class of Tonelli Hamiltonians minimization within the class of closed loops
in some homology class h might lead to non-hyperbolic minimal periodic orbits
(see [Arn98]).
The AM property guarantee all these properties.
The jump.
In [KZ13] section 12 we show that for each pair of “crossing” cylinders there is a
jump from an invariant set from one generalized transition chain with another one.
The jump, in particular, means that these invariant sets are equivalent and, therefore,
invariant sets from both generalized transition chains are equivalent.
One of the main conclusions of this paper is that we construct a diffusion path Γ
and a “connnected” collection 3-dimensional NHICs and show each of these cylinders
carries a collection of invariant sets haing 2-torus property.
Using the technique from [BKZ11; KZ13] it should imply that invariant sets in each
cylinder form a generalized transition chain and are equivalent.
Aside of many technical details we beleive that the only important missing part
of construction of diffusing orbits along the path Γ is the jump. Construction of a
variational problem leading to the jump for 312 -degree of freedom is in section 8 [KZ14].
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C Normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds
In this section we state a version of the center manifold theorem and prove Theorem 2.3.
While the central manifold theorem is classical, we need an version whose center direction
is a non-compact set equipped with a Riemannian metric. This is done in the first two
subsections. In the last subsection, we perform a reduction on our system to apply the
central manifold theorem.
C.1 Normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds via isolation block
We state an abstract theorem on existence of normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds
for a smooth map F . based on Conley’s isolation blocks (see McGehee, [McG73]).
We introduce a set of notations. We have three components x P Rs, y P Ru, z P
Ωc Ă Rc , where Ωc is a (possibly unbounded) convex set. We assume that Ωc admits
a C1 complete Riemannian metric g. We also consider a Riemannian metric on the
product space W “ Rs ˆ Ru ˆ Ωc by taking the tensor product of g and Ωc, and the
standard Euclidean metric on Rs,Ru.
Fix some r ą 0 and let Ds Ă Rs and Du Ă Ru be closed balls of radius r at
the origin in Rs and Ru (r is considered fixed and we omit the dependence). Denote
Dsc “ Ds ˆ Ωc, Duc “ Du ˆM and D “ Dsc ˆDu. .
Consider a C1 smooth map
F : D “ Ds ˆDu ˆ Ωc Ñ Rs ˆ Ru ˆ Ωc,
we state a set of conditions guaranteeing the set
W scpF q “ tZ P D : F kpZq P D for all k ą 0u,
called the center-stable manifold, is a graph tpX, Y q P Dsc ˆDu : wscpXq “ Y u for a
C1 function wsc.
[C1] piscF pDsc ˆDuq Ă Dsc.
[C2] F maps Dsc ˆ BDu into Dsc ˆ RuzDu and is a homotopy equivalence.
The first two conditions guarantee a topological isolating block: F stretches DscˆBu
along the unstable component Du and is a weak contraction along the center-stable
component Dsc.
Now we state the cone conditions. For some µ ą 0
CuµpZq “ tv “ pvc, vs, vuq P TZD : µ}vu}2 ě }vc}2 ` }vs}2u.
Note that
pCuµpZqqc “ tv “ pvc, vs, vuq P TZD : µ´1p}vc}2 ` }vs}2q ě }vu}2u “: Cscµ´1pZq.
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Let us also define
Kµu px1, y1, z1q “ tpx2, y2, z2q : µ}y2 ´ y1}2 ě }x2 ´ x1}2 ` distpz1, z2q2u,
where the distance is induced by the Riemannian metric g.
We assume there is µ ą 1 and ν ą 1 with the property that for any Z1, Z2 P D such
that Z2 P Kµu pZ1q we have
[C3] F pZ2q P KuµpF pZ1qq.
[C4] }piupF pZ2q ´ F pZ1qq} ě ν}piupZ2 ´ Z1q}.
Proposition C.1. (Lipshitz center-stable manifold theorem) Suppose F satisfies condi-
tions [C1-C4], then W scpF q is given by the graph of a Lipschitz function
W scpF q “ tpx, y, zq P D : wscpx, zq “ yu.
Moreover, for Lebesgue almost every Z P W scpF q, we have
TZW
scpF q P Cscµ´1pZq.
In order to obtain the center-unstable manifold, consider the involution I : px, y, zq ÞÑ
py, x, zq and assume invpF q “ I ˝ F´1 ˝ I´1 satisfies the same conditions.
Theorem C.2. Assume that F, invpF q satisfies the conditions [C1-C4], there exists a
C1 function wc : M Ñ D such that
W cpF q :“ W scpF q XW ucpF q “ tpx, y, zq P D : px, yq “ wcpzqu.
Proof. Proposition C.1 implies the existence of Lipshitz functions wuc : Duc Ñ D and
wsc : Dsc Ñ D, with
W scpF q “ tx “ wscpy, zqu, W ucpF q “ W scpinvpF qq “ ty “ wucpx, zqu.
Then standard arguments (see Theorem 5.18 in [Shu87]) implies these functions are C1.
The fact that µ ą 1 and
TZW
scpF q P Cscµ´1pZq, TZW upF q P Cscµ´1pZq
implies W scpF q and W ucpF q intersect transversally, and W scpF q XW ucpF q is a graph
over the center component M .
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C.2 Existence of Lipschitz invariant manifolds
We prove Proposition C.1. Let V be the set Γ Ă D satisfying the following conditions:
(a) piuΓ “ Du, (b) Z2 P KuµpZ1q for all Z1, Z2 P Γ, where piu is the projection to the
unstable component. These conditions ensures piu : Γ Ñ Du is one-to-one and onto,
therefore Γ is a graph over Du. Moreover, condition (b) further implies that the graph
is Lipshitz. In particular, each Γ P V is a topological disk.
Lemma C.3. Let Γ P V, then F pΓq XD P V.
Proof. By [C4] for any Z1 and Z2 we have that F pZ2q belongs to the cone KuF pZ1q of
F pZ1q. Thus, it suffices to show that Du Ă piupF pΓqXDq. The proof is by contradiction.
Suppose there is Z˚ P Bu such that Z˚ R piupF pΓqq.
We have the following commutative diagram
BΓ i1ãÝÑ Γ
Ó piu ˝ F Ó piu ˝ F
RuzDu i2ãÝÑ RuztZ˚u
. (C.1)
From [C2] and using the fact that Bs and Ωc are contractible, piu ˝ F |Γ is a homotopy
equivalence. Note that i2 is a homotopy equivalences, and piu ˝F |Γ is a homeomorphism
onto its image. Let h and g be the homotopy inverses of piu ˝ F |BΓ and i2, then
h ˝ g ˝ ppiu ˝ F q defines a homotopy inverse of i1. As a result Γ is homotopic to BΓ, this
is a contradiction.
Proposition C.1 follows from the next statement.
Proposition C.4. The mapping pisc : W scpF q Ñ Dsc is one-to-one and onto, therefore
it is the graph of a function wsc. Moreover wsc is Lipshitz and
TZW
scpF q P pCuµpZqqc “ Cscµ´1pZq, Z P W scpF q.
Proof. For each X P Dsc, we define ΓX “ ppiscq´1X, clearly ΓX P V. We first show
ΓX X W scpF q is nonempty and consists of a single point. Assume first that ΓX X
W scpF q is empty. Then by definition of W scpF q, there is n P N such that F npΓXq X
D “ ∅. However, by Lemma C.3, Şni“1 F ipΓXq X D P V is always nonempty, a
contradiction. We now consider two points Z1, Z2 P W scpF q with piuZ1 “ piuZ2. Note
that F kpZ1q, F kpZ2q P D for all k ě 0, and Z2 P KuµpZ1q, by [C4] we have
2 ě }piupF kpZ1q ´ F kpZ2qq} ě νk}piupZ1 ´ Z2q}
for all k, which implies Z1 “ Z2.
The last argument actually shows Z2 R KuµpZ1q for all Z1, Z2 P W scpF q. For any
 ą 0, for Z1 “ pX1, Y1q, Z2 “ pX2, Y2q P W scpF q with distpX1, X2q small, we have
}Y1 ´ Y2} ď µ´ 12distpX1, X2q. This implies both the Lipshitz and the cone properties
in our proposition.
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C.3 NHIC for the dominant system
We prove Theorem 2.3 in this section. First, an overview of notations.
1. The strong Hamiltonian is Hst “ Hstpp0,Bst, U stq defined on Tm ˆ Rm, and its
associated Lagrangian vector field is Xst (see (2.8)). We call the We denote the
time-1-map of Xst by Gst0 and we will lift it to the universal cover Rm ˆ Rm
without changing its name.
2. The vector field Xst is extended trivially to pTm ˆ Rmq ˆ pTd´m ˆ Rd´mq (see
(2.11)). The time-1-map is denoted G0, and we have G0 “ Gst0 ˆ Id. We will also
lift it to the universal cover with the same name.
3. The slow Hamiltonian is Hs “ HspBst,Bwk, p0, U st,Uwkq, and consider its La-
grangian vector field XsLag. We apply a coordinate change pϕst, vst, ϕwk, vwkq “
Φpϕst, vst, ϕwk, Iwkq as in (2.9), and a rescaling ΦΣ as defined in (2.13). The new
vector field is denoted X˜s (see (2.10), (2.13)). We denote its time-1-map G, which
is considered a map on the Euclidean space Rm ˆ Rm ˆ Rd´m ˆ Rd´m.
By Theorem 2.2, we have:
Corollary C.5. Assume that pBwk, p0, U st,Uwkq P Ωm,dκ,q pBstq, then for any δ1 ą 0, there
exists M ą 0 such that for all pBwk, p0, U st,Uwkq with µpBwkq ą M , uniformly on
Rm ˆ Rm ˆ Rd´m ˆ Rd´m, we have
}Πpϕst,vstqpG´G0q} ă δ1, }DG´DG0} ă δ1.
By assumption, the Hamiltonian flow Hst admits an NHIC χstpTl ˆBl1`aq, where
χst is an embedding. Therefore Gst0 admits an NHIC Λsta “ Φ´1 ˝ pTl ˆBl1`aq with the
exponents α, β. We use local coordinates in a tubular neighborhood to simplify the
setting.
Lemma C.6. There exists a tubular neighborhood NpΛsta q Ă Tm ˆ Rm of Λsta and a
diffeomorphism
hst : Bl1 ˆBl1 ˆ pTl ˆBl1`aq Ñ NpΛsta q
such that:
1. hstp0, 0, zq “ χstpzq, in particular hstpCsta q :“ hstpt0u ˆ t0u ˆ pTl ˆBl1`aqq “ Λsta .
2. For the map F st0 :“ phstq ˝Gst0 ˝ phstq´1:
(a) Csta is an NHIC for F st0 with the same exponents α, β.
(b) The associated stable/unstable bundles take the form
Es “ Rl ˆ t0u ˆ t0u, Eu “ t0u ˆ Rl ˆ t0u.
In particular, DF st0 is a block diagonal matrix in the blocks corresponding to
the three components.
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(c) Let g0 denote the Euclidean metric. Then there exists a Riemannian metric g
on TlˆBl1`a such that the tensor metric g0bg0bg on Bl1ˆBl1ˆpTlˆBl1`aq
is an adapted metric for the NHIC Csta .
Proof. We use the bundles Eu, Es, and the parametrization χst of Λsta to build a
coordinate system for the normal bundle to Λsta , which is diffeomorphic to the tubular
neighborhood. We then pull back the adapted metric of Λsta using this map to Csta .
Denote Ωwk “ Rd´m ˆ Rd´m and consider the trivial extension
h : Bl1 ˆBl1 ˆ ppTl ˆBl1`aq ˆ Ωwkq Ñ NpΛsta q ˆ Ωwk
by hpx, y, pzst, zwkqq “ phstpx, y, zstq, zwkq. Define the following maps
F0 “ h´1 ˝G0 ˝ h “ pF st0 , Idq, F “ h´1 ˝G ˝ h. (C.2)
Finally, to apply Theorem C.2, we denote Ωsta “ Rl ˆ Bl1`a which is the universal
cover of TlˆBl1`a. We lift the maps F0, F to the covering space without changing their
names, namely
F, F0 : Bl1 ˆBl1 ˆ pΩst1`a ˆ Ωwkq ö .
Ωst1`a ˆ Ωwk is our center component and is denoted Ω. While the maps are defined
on unbounded regions, we keep in mind that F0 “ pF st0 , Idq where F st0 is defined on a
compact set Bl1 ˆBl1 ˆ pTl ˆBl1`aq.
We still need one reduction to apply Theorem C.2. Recall that Ωsta “ Rl ˆ Bl1`a.
Write F0 “ pF x0 , F y0 , F z0 q, define
Lpx, y, zq “ pDxF x0 p0, 0, zq ¨ x,DyF y0 p0, 0, yq ¨ y, F z0 p0, 0, zqq (C.3)
this is the linearized map at p0, 0, zq (we used F0p0, 0, zq “ p0, 0, F z0 q, and DF0 is block
diagonal from Lemma C.6). since F0 “ pF st0 , Idq and F st0 is defined over a compact set,
we obtain as r Ñ 0,
}L´ F0} “ oprq, }DL´DF0} “ op1q on Blr ˆBlr ˆ pΩsta ˆ Ωwkq. (C.4)
Moreover, since F0 preserves t0u ˆ t0u ˆ BΩ, we get
LpBl1 ˆBl1 ˆ BΩq Ă Rl ˆ Rl ˆ BΩ. (C.5)
Namely, the linearized map L preserves the boundary of the center component. Finally,
we modify the map F so that it also fixes the center boundary. Let ρ be a standard
mollifier satisfying #
ρpx, y, pzst, zwkqq “ ρpzstq “ 0 zst P Ωst0
ρpx, y, pzst, zwkqq “ ρpzstq “ 1 zst P Ωsta zΩsta{2.
Let
F˜ “ F p1´ ρq ` Lρ, (C.6)
we have:
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Lemma C.7. For any µ ą 1,  ą 0 and r0 ą 0, there exists δ1 ą 0 and 0 ă r ă r0
such that if G and G0 satisfies
}Πpϕst,vstqpG´G0q} ă δ1, }DG´DG0} ă δ1,
the map F˜ defined by (C.2), (C.3) and (C.6) satisfies conditions [C1]-[C4] with the
parameters µ and ν “ α´1 ´  on Blr ˆBlr ˆ Ω. The same hold for the map invpF˜ q.
Proof. First of all, from Lemma C.6, DF0p0, 0, zq “ diagtDxF x0 , DyF y0 , DzF z0 u with
}DxF x0 }, }pDyF y0 q´1}´1 ď α, }DzF z0 }, }pDzF z0 q´1} ě β. (C.7)
Recall that F0 “ pF st0 , Idq where F st0 is defined over a compact set. Therefore for
sufficiently small r ą 0, we have
}ΠxF0px, y, zq} ď pα ` q}x}, }ΠyDF0px, y, zq} ě pα ` q´1}y},
hence
ΠxF0pBlr ˆBlr ˆ Ωq Ă Blpα`qr, }ΠyF0pBlr ˆ BBlr ˆ Ωq} ě pα ` q´1r.
Since }F˜ ´ F0} ď }p1´ ρqpF ´ F0q} ` }ρpL´ F0q}, }Πpx,yqpF ´ F0q} ď C}Πpϕst,vstqpG´
G0q} ď Cδ1, and }L´ F0} “ oprq, by choosing δ1, r small enough, we get
ΠxF˜ pBlr ˆBlr ˆ Ωq Ă Blr, }ΠyF˜ pBlr ˆ BBlr ˆ Ωq} ą r.
The first half of the above formula combined with (C.5) gives [C1], and the second half
gives [C2].
We now prove the cone conditions [C3] and [C4]. We first show the map F˜ is well
approximated by the linearized map DF0p0, 0, zq. Given any  ą 0, we use Corollary C.5
to choose δ1 so small such that
}DpF ´ F0q} ` }ΠzstpF ´ F0q}}dρ} ď C}DpG´G0q} ` }Πϕst,vstpG´G0q}}dρ} ă {2
By (C.4), we can choose r1 such that for 0 ă r ă r1, }DpF0´Lq} ` }F0´L}}dρ} ă {2
on Blr ˆBlr ˆ pΩsta ˆ Ωwkq. Then from F˜ “ F ` pL´ F qρ, and the fact that ρ depends
only on zst gives
}DF˜ px, y, zq ´DLpx, y, zq} ď }DF ´DL} ` }ΠzstpF ´ Lq}}dρ}
ď }DpF ´ F0q} ` }DpF0 ´ Lq} ` p}ΠzstpF ´ F0q} ` }ΠzstpF0 ´ Lq}q}dρ} ă .
Consider px1, y1, z1q, px2, y2, z2q P Blr ˆBlr ˆΩ, denote p∆x,∆y,∆zq “ px2, y2, z2q ´
px1, y1, z1q and d “ }∆x} ` }∆y} ` distpz1, z2q. For d small enough
}F˜ px2, y2, z2q ´ F˜ px1, y1, z1q ´DF0p0, 0, zqp∆x,∆y,∆zq}
“ }Lpx2, y2, z2q ´ Lpx1, y1, z1q ` pF˜ ´ Lqpx2, y2, z2q ´ pF˜ ´ Lqpx1, y1, z1q
´DF0p0, 0, z1qp∆x,∆y,∆zq}
ď }DpF˜ ´ Lqpx1, y1, z1q}d ď d.
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To prove [C3], we first show the linear map preserves the unstable cone. For
any µ ą 1 and pvx, vy, vzq P Tpx1,y1,z1qBlr ˆ Blr ˆ Ω with µ}vy}2 ě }vz}2 ` }vx}2, let
pv1x, v1y, v1zq “ DF0p0, 0, zqpvx, vy, vzq, we have
µ}v1y}2 ě µα´1}vy}2 ě α´1p}vx}2 ` }vz}2q ě α´1p}v1x}2 ` β}v1z}2q ě βαp}v
1
x}2 ` }v1z}2q.
In other words, for any µ ą 1, we have DF0p0, 0, zqCuµ Ă Cuαµ{β.
Coming to the non-linear map F˜ , for px1, y1, z1q, px2, y2, z2q P Blr ˆ Blr ˆ Ω, let
px1i, y1i, z1iq “ F˜ pxi, yi, ziq, and p∆x,∆y,∆zq , p∆x1,∆y1,∆z1q be the corresponding
difference. If px2, y2, z2q P Kuµpx1, y1, z1q, then µ}∆y}2 ě }∆x}2 ` distpz1, z2q2. In
particular distpz1, z2q2 ď µ}∆y}2 ď µr2. When r is small enough }p∆x1,∆y1,∆z1q ´
DF0p0, 0, z1qp∆x,∆y,∆zq} ď d. Furthermore assume r is so small that p1´qdistpz, z1q ď
}∆z}p0,0,z1q ď p1`qdistpz, z1q, where }∆z}p0,0,z1q is measured using the local Riemannian
metric. We drop the subscript from now on. Using the linear calculation, there exists a
uniform constant C ą 1 such that
µ}∆y1}2 ě β
α
p}∆x1}2 ` }∆z1}2q ´ C2d2 ě β
α
p}∆x1}2 ` }∆z1}2q ´ Cp1` µq2}∆y}2
ě p1´ qβ
α
p}∆x1}2 ` distpz11, z12q2q ´ C2p1` µq2}∆y1}2.
noting that }DF˜´1}, }DF˜ } are uniformly bounded. When  is small enough we get
µ}∆y}2 ě }∆x}2 ` distpz11, z12q2. [C3] is proven.
[C4] follows directly from }p∆x1,∆y1,∆z1q ´DF0p0, 0, z1qp∆x,∆y,∆zq} ď d and
(C.7). The proof for invpF˜ q is identical and is omitted.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. For any δ ą 0, we choose 0 ă r ă δ{C and µ ą 1, where C is a
constant specified later. Apply Lemma C.7, there exists M ą 0 such that whenever
µpBwkq ąM , the map F˜ associated to HspBst,Bwk, p0, U st,Uwkq satisfies [C1]-[C4] on
BlrˆBlrˆpΩsta ˆΩwkq. As a result, we obtain a function wc : Ωsta ˆΩwk Ñ Bm´lr ˆBm´lr
such that
W c “ Graphpwcq “ tpx, y, pzst, zwkqq : px, yq “ wcpzst, zwkqu
is invariant under F˜ , and is the maximally invariant set on Bm´lr ˆBm´lr ˆ Ωsta ˆ Ωwk.
Since F˜ “ F on whenever zst P Ωst0 , any F invariant set with zst P Ωst0 is also F˜ invariant
and hence is contained in W c. We now consider the map
ζ : pzst, zwkq ÞÑ hpwcpzst, zwkq, zst, zwkq,
then Graphpζq is an F´invariant set. Finally we invert the coordinate changes (2.9)
and (2.13) to obtain the desired embedding ηs “ Φ ˝ ΦΣ ˝ pζ, Idq.
Moreover, we have }wc}C0 ď r, using the fact that hstp0, 0, zq “ χstpzq, and that Φ
does not change the strong component, there is C ą 0 such that }ζ´Φ´1 ˝χst}C0 ď C 1r.
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Finally, since the rescaling ΦΣ do not change the strong component, there exists C ą 0
depending only on Φ such that
}Πpϕst,Istqηs ´ χst} “ }Φpζ ´ Φ´1 ˝ χstq} ď Cr ă δ.
We choose the open set V “ Φ ˝ hstpBm´lr ˆ Bm´lr ˆ Ωst0 q, then any invariant set in
V ˆ Ωwk must be contained in ηspΩst0 ˆ Ωwkq. This concludes the proof.
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